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A fascinating feature of bucket brigade assembly lines is that work load on workers is
balanced spontaneously as workers follow some simple rules in the assembly process. This
self-organizing property significantly reduces the management effort on an assembly line.
We generalize this idea in several directions. These include an adapted bucket brigade pro-
tocol for complex assembly networks, a generalized model that permits chaotic behavior,
and a more detailed model for a flow line in which jobs arrive arbitrarily in time and are





Bucket brigades are used in industry as a way of sharing work among workers on assembly
lines. They were originally used in apparel manufacturing for the assembly of sewn prod-
ucts [10], and were later found to be extremely effective in order-picking in warehouses
[9, 12]. One of the most attractive properties of bucket brigades is that the work allo-
cation to workers on an assembly line is balanced spontaneously as workers follow some
simple rules in the assembly process. This self-balancing feature significantly reduces the
management effort on the assembly line. A selection of case studies on the use of bucket
brigades in industry can be found in [9].
1.1 The Normative Model
Consider an assembly line such as shown in Figure 1.1, in which a product is progressively
assembled on a sequence of work stations. When workers form a bucket brigade, every
1 2 m- - - - -. . . . . . . . .
Figure 1.1: An assembly line in which each instance of the product is progressively
assembled on the same sequence of work stations
1
Table 1.1: The Bucket Brigade Rules determine what each individual team member should
do.
Forward Rule: Work forward with your item until
1. your item is handed off to your successor; or
2. you complete your item if you are the last worker on the line;
then follow the Backward Rule.
Backward Rule: Walk back to get more work,
1. if you are the first worker on the line, begin a new item at the start of
the line;
2. otherwise, take over the item from your predecessor;
then follow the Forward Rule.
worker simultaneously carries an instance of the product (called an item) along the assem-
bly line. In the Normative Model of bucket brigades [10] workers are not allowed to pass
one another so that their sequence along the assembly line is preserved. When the last
worker finishes his work on an item at the end of the line, he walks back upstream and
takes over the work from his predecessor, who in turn walks back and receives the work
from his predecessor, and so on, until the first worker initiates a new item at the beginning
of the line. Each worker in a bucket brigade follows two simple rules stated in Table 1.1.
The Normative Model of bucket brigades relies on the following assumptions.
Assumption 1.1. (Smoothness and Predictability of Work)
The work content of the product is a constant (which we normalize to 1); and it is dis-
tributed continuously and uniformly over the assembly line. Furthermore, the work content
at any work station is preëmptible without significant loss of work.
Figure 1.2 shows a conceptual flow line in which the total work content of the product
is represented as a line segment normalized to length 1. Each item is initiated at the
location 0 (start of the line) and is completed at the location 1 (end of the line). The
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Figure 1.2: The total work content of the product is distributed continuously and uni-
formly over the assembly line and it is conceptually represented by a line segment nor-
malized to length 1. This line segment is partitioned into intervals corresponding to the
work stations. The location of worker i is denoted as xi, which represents the cumulative
fraction of work content completed on his item.
content completed on his item. The state of the system at any instant in time can be
represented by the vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), where 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . . ≤ xn ≤ 1.
Assumption 1.2. (Workers Are Characterized by Work Velocities)
Each worker i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is characterized by a distinct, constant work velocity vi.
The work velocity of a worker reflects his familiarity with the work content of the product.
Assumption 1.3. (Insignificant Walking Time)
The time to walk the length of the entire assembly line is negligible compared to the total
time to assemble an item. Therefore, workers walk back with an infinite velocity and all
hand-offs occur simultaneously.
All hand-offs occur at the same instant, immediately after the last worker finishes an item
at the end of the line. We call such an instant a reset. Let xk denote the locations of
workers immediately after the kth reset. Note that xk1 = 0. We can study the dynamics of
the system by focusing on the sequence {x0,x1,x2, . . . ,xk, . . .}. This simplifies the analysis
as we do not need to trace the details of the continuous-time evolution of the system.
1.2 Self-balance
A bucket brigade assembly line is balanced if the following two conditions are satisfied:
Repetition: Each worker repeats the same portion of work content on each successive
instance of the product.
3
















Figure 1.3: The evolution of a three-worker bucket brigade assembly line:
The horizontal axis represents the total work content of the product and the vertical
axis represents time. Workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest in the direction of
production flow and they start from arbitrary initial locations on the assembly line. The
zigzag vertical lines show how the locations of workers change over time and each of the
rightmost spikes corresponds to a completed item. The system quickly converges to a
stationary state on which each worker covers a fixed portion of work content on each item
produced.
Efficiency: Workers are utilized to their fullest.
Balance is desirable because then the skills of each worker are reinforced by repetition, the
effort of each worker is directly realized as output of finished product, and production is
regular, which simplifies downstream processes.
It was shown in [10] that if workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest (according
to their work velocities) in the direction of production flow, that is, v1 < v2 < . . . < vn,
then the system converges to a fixed point [2, 19] at which every worker repeats the same







, for i = 1, . . . , n. (1.1)
Figure 1.3 shows the evolution of the locations of workers on a bucket brigade assembly
line as time progresses. In this example, there are three workers with work velocities equal
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to 1, 2, and 3. Workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest in the direction of production
flow and they start from arbitrary initial locations on the assembly line. As shown in the
figure, the system converges to a fixed point upon which each worker repeatedly works on
the same portion of work content on each item produced.
Furthermore, upon the fixed point the throughput (number of items produced per
unit time) of the line attains
∑n
i=1 vi, the maximum possible. Thus, the throughput can
be adjusted by simply adding or removing workers from the line as long as workers are
sequenced from slowest to fastest.
The bucket brigade assembly line is said to self-balance when workers are sequenced
from slowest to fastest in the direction of production flow. This self-organizing property
of bucket brigades is particularly appealing because the system achieves balance without
the intervention of management.
1.3 Dynamics of two- and three-worker lines
Bartholdi et al. [8] analyzed the long-run (asymptotic) dynamics of the Normative Model
with two and three workers. For two-worker lines they found only two modes of asymptotic
behavior available: If workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest along the line in the
direction of production flow the system converges to a fixed point of optimal throughput;
otherwise a 2-cycle (also known as period-2 orbit, see [2, 19] for an introduction) is found.
The 2-cycle has suboptimal throughput, twice the work velocity of the slower worker.
For three-worker lines they found more complex dynamics. Depending on the work
velocities of workers, the system either converges to a fixed point of optimal throughput
or a k-cycle (k ≥ 2) of suboptimal throughput. In particular, in a parameter space defined
by the relative work velocities of workers, they found a region with k > 3 in which the
asymptotic behavior may depend not only on the velocities but also on the initial locations
of workers. The rich dynamical behavior of the system suggests wariness in interpreting
some simulation results of bucket brigades in [15], [31], and [32], in which processing times
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are assumed to be random. It can be hard to distinguish the effects of “real” randomness
(in processing times) on the observed behavior from that of the complex dynamics of the
system.
1.4 When are bucket brigades appropriate?
In contrast to traditional assembly line balancing (see, for example, [14, 30]), which adopts
rigid work assignment to workers, workers in a bucket brigade are not restricted to any
particular zone of the assembly line or assignment of work content. This allows the system
to dynamically and spontaneously reallocate work by moving workers to where the work
is. The use of bucket brigade assembly seems most appropriate when:
• All work on the assembly line is based on a single skill. This allows workers to work
at any stations along the line so that they can share their work by moving to where
the work is. It also allows workers to be ranked by a single score (that is, their work
velocity along the line), so that workers can be sequenced from slowest to fastest.
• The turnover rate of workers is high. New and inexperienced workers are often
introduced into a team as a result of the departure of some workers. A new worker
is less familiar with the work content than the existing, experienced workers in the
team. Thus, workers can be distinguished by their work velocities.
• Workers can move easily among stations and can easily take over work from co-
workers. This ensures that workers do not spend additional, wasted time to take
over work.
• Work content of the product varies significantly. The assignment of work to workers
need not be carefully balanced because a bucket brigade constantly seeks balance




The Normative Model has been generalized or extended to deal with more complex sit-
uations. These include when the work content is stochastic, when workers have varying
velocities along the assembly line, when workers spend significant time to walk back, and
when the work velocities change due to learning. Furthermore, perhaps more interestingly,
the idea of bucket brigades can be used to interpret some behavior of social insects.
1.5.1 Bucket brigades with stochastic work content
Bartholdi et al. [12] analyzed a bucket brigade assembly line with stochastic work content.
They assumed that the processing times at work stations are independent and follow an ex-
ponential distribution. They showed analytically that, as the number of stations increases,
the dynamics of the stochastic model increasingly resembles that of the normative model
(which attains optimal throughput when workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest).
Thus, the bucket brigade protocol remains effective in the presence of variability of pro-
cessing time when there is sufficient work distributed among sufficiently many stations.
They validated the stochastic model in the order-picking operation at a distribution center
of a major chain retailer and confirmed the effectiveness of bucket brigades [12].
1.5.2 When workers cannot be sequenced from slowest to fastest
What should we do when workers on an assembly line cannot be sequenced from slowest
to fastest? Can a bucket brigade achieve self-balancing? Armbruster and Gel [5] analyzed
the dynamics and throughput of two-worker bucket brigades when the work velocities of
workers do not dominate each other uniformly along the assembly line. One worker, say
worker B, has a constant velocity along the entire line. The other worker, say worker A,
works slower than B in the first segment of the line and faster in the second segment. This
model is useful when workers possess different skill levels on different parts of the line.
They assumed that the work content is deterministic and it is distributed continuously
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and uniformly over the line. They considered two different modeling assumptions when
the upstream worker catches up with the downstream worker:
1. The upstream worker can continue his work by passing the downstream worker.
2. The upstream worker is blocked by the downstream worker and proceeds with the
work velocity of the latter.
Under the first modeling assumption, the system either converges to a fixed point or a
2-cycle if we switch the order of workers on the line when the upstream worker passes his
co-worker and finishes the work on his item at the end of the line. Thus, the asymptotic
dynamics of the two-worker bucket brigade cannot be more complex than a 2-cycle. Similar
results were found under the second modeling assumption. Armbruster and Gel [5] also
discussed the trade-off between the throughput of the system and the benefit brought by
self-balancing.
1.5.3 When the walk-back time is significant
Bratcu and Dolgui [16] studied a relaxation of the Normative Model by assuming every
worker walks back with the same finite, constant velocity. They found that if workers
are sequenced from slowest to fastest according to their work (forward) velocities in the
direction of production flow, then the bucket brigade will converge to a fixed point on
which each worker repeatedly executes the same portion of work content on each item
produced. The expression of the fixed point is different from Equations (1.1) in the way
that it incorporates the effects of the walk-back velocity. They established a relation
between the new fixed point and Equations (1.1).
1.5.4 Bucket brigades with finite walk-back velocities and passing
In some situations workers in a bucket brigade assembly line are allowed to pass each other
and they may spend significant time to walk back for more work. Bartholdi and Eisenstein
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[11] introduced a generalized model in which workers can pass each other (thus, they are
not restricted to a fixed sequence along the line). Furthermore, each worker walks back
with a finite velocity to receive work. They found a new, generalized condition for a bucket
brigade to converge to a fixed point.
In addition, they observed chaotic behavior on this deterministic model through sim-
ulations when the above condition is violated. This interesting result suggests that the
variability in the output of the assembly line due to the dynamics of the system can be
very large. We analyze the chaotic dynamics of this model in detail in Chapter 4.
1.5.5 Bucket brigades with labor turnover and learning
In environments with high labor turnover, such as the maquiladora industry in Northern
Mexico [23], new and inexperienced workers are introduced into assembly lines as a result
of the departure of experienced workers. Since new workers are inexperienced the time to
complete a product becomes longer and more variable. This results in serious degradation
on the performance of the assembly line [23].
Muñoz and Villalobos [27] investigated the potential of the bucket brigade protocol
in environments with high labor turnover. They used a simple model to capture labor
turnover and the learning process of new workers. Furthermore, they introduced several
worker replacement policies, which determine the sequence of workers along a line when a
new worker is introduced into the line as a result of the departure of an experienced worker.
Results show that when the turnover rate is significant, bucket brigades equipped with an
appropriate worker replacement policy outperform the traditional balanced lines (in which
a static work load is allocated to each worker). The self-balancing feature allows bucket
brigades to better absorb variability caused by labor turnover. Similar ideas are pursued
in [26], where processing times on tasks are assumed to be exponentially distributed.
Armbruster et al. [6] studied the dynamics and throughput of bucket brigades when
the velocities of workers increase due to learning. They considered a bucket brigade with
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experienced workers sequenced from slowest to fastest. To this bucket brigade, they added
a new, inexperienced worker. Since the new worker learns only those parts of the assembly
line that he works on, the asymptotic distribution of his velocity is non-uniform over the
line. In the case in which workers are allowed to pass each other when one catches up
with another, a bucket brigade will typically reorganize the workers so that the system
converges to a fixed point. On the other hand, if passing is not allowed then a proper
initial placement of the new worker is crucial for the bucket brigade to converge to a fixed
point. They also briefly discussed the situation in which all workers are initially new and
improve their velocities through learning.
1.5.6 Bucket brigades in nature
Do bucket brigades occur in nature? Reyes and Fernández-Haegar [29] observed that
Messor barbarus ants carry seeds from the food source to the nest using a transport
scheme that is consistent with bucket brigades. These ants transfer seeds directly from
one to another along a trail from the food source to the nest. Transfers do not take place at
predetermined locations but occur where an ant meets another on the trail. Interestingly,
seeds are successively transferred from smaller ants to larger ants. The smallest ant forages
out farthest from the nest. When carrying a seed back toward the nest, she may be
interrupted by a larger ant, who wrests the seed from her and continues carrying it toward
the nest. After the largest ant relinquishes her seed at the nest, she goes back out to get
another.
Anderson et al. [3] provide an explanation on how bucket brigades arise in this context.
They assumed that larger ants move faster and an ant can take a seed from a smaller ant but
not from a larger one. Under these assumptions a bucket brigade emerges spontaneously
as each ant follows a simple rule. See [3] for more bucket brigades in insect societies.
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1.6 What can we find in this thesis?
We generalize the ideas of bucket brigades to more complex environments. Our work con-
sists of the following three parts. Each part deals with different complications encountered
in practice.
Bucket brigades on in-tree assembly networks
In a network of subassembly lines, balance becomes more difficult to achieve as it requires
the system to satisfy the following three conditions:
Repetition: Each worker repeats the same portion of work content on each successive
instance of the product.
Efficiency: Workers are utilized to their fullest, while the work-in-process remains bounded.
Synchronization: All subassembly lines produce at a common rate.
We focus on networks with in-tree structure in which different subcomponents are pro-
duced on different subassembly lines and completed subcomponents are then successively
assembled to produce the final product. We show how to adapt the bucket brigade pro-
tocol of work-sharing so that balance emerges spontaneously on such networks in Chapter
2. The idea developed in Chapter 2 is also applicable to a more restrictive situation in
which workers must travel along the subassembly lines and they are not allowed to pass
each other. Chapter 3 describes how bucket brigades can be run on these more restrictive
assembly networks.
Stability and chaos on bucket brigades
In Chapter 4 we discuss the generalized model introduced in [11] in which workers can
pass each other (thus, they are not restricted to a fixed sequence along the line) and each
worker walks back with a finite velocity to receive work. This model is more appropriate
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in some situations. For instance, in some low-density order-picking operations workers are
allowed to pass each other and they must walk considerable distance between picks. The
time to work forward to pick a few stock-keeping-units is not significantly larger than the
time to walk back upstream for more work.
Even for the case with only two workers, the dynamics of this model may be very com-
plicated. More specifically, when the system satisfies a certain condition it converges to a
fixed point at which workers always hand off items at a fixed location and no passing oc-
curs. Thus, each worker repeats a portion of work content on each successive item and each
item is completed in a fixed interval of time. On the other hand, if the condition is violated
the system behaves chaotically. Hand-offs do not converge to a fixed location. Instead,
the hand-off locations spread erratically along the assembly line as items are assembled.
Workers pass each other as they assemble their items and they do not concentrate on a
fixed portion of work content. Furthermore, this chaotic behavior induces large variability
in completion times. Results show that the variability on the system could be so large
that the output of this fully deterministic system is effectively random if the system is not
properly configured.
Bucket brigades with multiple job sources: A case study
In Chapter 5 we adapt the bucket brigade protocol for a flow line on which jobs arrive arbi-
trarily in time and they are introduced into the system at multiple points on the line. This
work is motivated by the order-picking operation of a distribution center at Atlanta, where
customer orders arrive arbitrarily in time and they are released through different printers
at different locations on an aisle. We evaluate the adapted protocol through computer
simulations based on real data from the distribution center. In particular, we analyze the
labor and time spent on order-picking and consolidation. We compare the performance of
the adapted protocol under different configurations with zone-picking, which is a policy
currently adopted by the distribution center.
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Chapter 2
Bucket Brigades on In-Tree
Assembly Networks
In a network of subassembly lines, balance becomes more difficult to achieve as it requires
that all subassembly lines be synchronized to produce at the same rate. We show how to
adapt the bucket brigade protocol of work-sharing so that balance emerges spontaneously.
2.1 In-tree assembly networks
Consider a network of subassembly lines such as shown in Figure 2.1, where each arc
represents a subassembly line that produces a subcomponent (or, equivalently, a part).
The subassembly lines merge until a last line produces the final product, each instance of
which we call an item. We restrict consideration to assembly networks that are in-trees:
Each node has exactly one leaving arc, except for the root node (node K in Figure 2.1),
which has none. The flow of assembly is in toward a final assembly line from which finished
product emerges.
Arc j is that one emanating from node j and it represents the work content on sub-
assembly line j, on which subcomponent j is assembled. Each subassembly line j has a
































Figure 2.1: An assembly network is represented by a connected directed graph, which











Figure 2.2: Subcomponent j is assembled on line j and deposited in buffer j.
Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between node j, line j, and buffer j.
A leaf node is a node with no entering arcs on the in-tree, such as A, B, and C in
Figure 2.1. Assembly of different subcomponents is initiated at leaf nodes, and these
subcomponents are assembled in moving along the subassembly lines devoted to them. At
an interior node such as F in Figure 2.1, subcomponents are joined to the assembly of a
larger subcomponent F . Each instance of the finished product is completed and leaves the
network at the root node, in this example K.
We assume that the work-content on each subassembly line has already been deter-
mined and is described by the following.
Assumption 2.1. The work to process each subcomponent is deterministic and is spread
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continuously and uniformly over the corresponding subassembly line. Furthermore the
work-content at any station is preëmptible without significant loss of work.
An example of such a line is one with relatively many work stations, each of which has
a small piece of the total work-content. As discussed in previous work, these assumptions
are not strictly necessary but they greatly simplify analysis [8, 10, 12].
Let there be n workers on the assembly in-tree. Our model of them is intended to
capture simple, unskilled assembly in which workers are fully cross-trained:
Assumption 2.2. Each worker i = 1, . . . , n is characterized by a work velocity vi that is
fixed and constant over all subassembly lines.
Assume distinct workers labeled so that v1 < v2 < . . . < vn.
2.2 Balance
An in-tree assembly network is balanced if the following three conditions are satisfied:
Repetition: Each worker repeats the same portion of work content on each successive
instance of the product.
Efficiency: Workers are utilized to their fullest, while the work-in-process remains bounded.
Synchronization: All subassembly lines produce at a common rate.
Balance is desirable because then the skills of each worker are reinforced by repetition, the
effort of each worker is directly realized as output of finished product, and production is
regular, which simplifies downstream processes.
Traditional assembly-line balancing forces repetition by assigning workers to zones. It
tries to achieve efficiency by computing perfect shares of work-content, accounting for dif-
ferences in the velocities of the workers. (For example, see [14, 30], though these ignore,
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as does almost the entire modern literature, the significant differences among worker ve-
locities.) Synchronization may be sought by trying to make work-shares similar across all
subassembly lines.
Unfortunately, this approach requires the construction of a detailed model of work-
content and knowledge of the exact velocities of the workers. Even if balance is achieved on
average (even this is hard), it would be difficult to maintain balance under the vicissitudes
of the factory floor. Consequently, as a practical matter, synchronization is achieved, if at
all, by sacrificing efficiency and accepting waste in the form of either some idleness among
workers or else in growing work-in-process, especially between subassembly lines.
Bartholdi and Eisenstein [10] proposed the bucket brigade protocol to balance linear
assembly lines (that is, assembly lines that may be represented as single arcs). In contrast
to traditional assembly line balancing, workers on a linear assembly line running the bucket
brigade protocol are not restricted to any particular zone of the line or assignment of
work-content. This allows the system to dynamically reallocate work by moving workers
to where the work is. If workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest (according to their
work velocities) along the direction of material flow, the system spontaneously converges
to a stationary state in which every worker repeatedly executes the same portion of work
on every item produced [10]. We say the line balances itself. The system is also efficient
— the number of units of work-in-process never exceeds the number of workers and the
throughput (number of products finished per unit time) is the maximum possible [10].
Up to now, bucket brigades have been defined and studied only on linear assembly lines.
The goal of this chapter is to explore how the bucket brigade protocol can be extended to
make an in-tree of subassembly lines self-balancing. To use the same idea on an in-tree we
































Figure 2.3: A total ordering of the subassembly lines: Each node has been assigned an
ordinal number representing the order of the subassembly line emanating from that node.
Each worker follows this sequence of work when he proceeds forward in the assembly pro-
cess. Note that this total order of nodes is consistent with the partial order of subassembly























Figure 2.4: The serialized assembly line is a conceptual representation of a total order of
work on the in-tree of Figure 2.3.
2.3 What should a worker do next?
We implicitly determine what workers do next (that is, where to move) by conceptually
transforming an in-tree of subassembly lines into a single linear assembly line that repre-
sents a common sequence of work-content to be completed by the workers in the course
of production. Later we will identify some new complications this introduces into the
familiar form of bucket brigades and show how to adapt bucket brigades to handle these
complications.
Consider an in-tree of subassembly lines, such as the one illustrated in Figure 2.1. We
assume that the physical layout of the assembly network is fixed (we are not laying out the
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Table 2.1: The Bucket Brigade Rules determine what each individual team member should
do. This version of the rules accounts for a new phenomenon, the possibility of “starva-
tion”.
Forward: Assemble your item moving from one subassembly line to the next
according to the serialized ordering. If you are the last worker and complete
an item or if your item is taken over by your successor then go Back. If you
are starved — that is, if a required subcomponent is unavailable — then
drop your work in the buffer at the end of the subassembly line you just
completed and go Back.
Back: If you are the first worker then return to the first subassembly line ac-
cording to the serialized ordering and start a new item and go Forward;
otherwise walk back to your predecessor, take over his item, and go For-
ward.
assembly line). To adapt the bucket brigade protocol to an in-tree structure, we impose
a linear sequence on the work-content of the in-tree. This linear sequence is chosen to be
consistent with the partial ordering imposed by the in-tree itself; since the sequence is a
total ordering, we can treat it as a linear assembly line to which (some form of) bucket
brigades might be applied.
Figure 2.3 shows one total order of the subassembly lines from among the many that
are consistent with the partial order of lines of the in-tree. For example, line D precedes
line H in any total order because processing a subcomponent H requires a subcomponent
D. The total order of work is illustrated in Figure 2.4, which is a conceptual representation
of the sequence in which the work will be completed. We refer to a total ordering like the
one shown in Figure 2.4 as a serialized assembly line.
Having totally-ordered all the work-content of the in-tree, the main points of the bucket
brigade protocol are now well-defined. In particular, both the initialization (sequence
workers from slowest to fastest) and the basic rule of movement (work “forward” and walk
“back” to get more work) are understood in relation to this total order.
Thus, under bucket brigades for in-trees the partial order conveyed by the in-tree is
serialized, and each worker follows the rules given in Table 2.1.
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In Figure 2.4 the slowest worker in a team is always the first worker we encounter when
proceeding from node G. As in the standard bucket-brigade protocol, when the last worker
(the fastest worker) finishes his work at node K, he walks back upstream and takes over
the work of his predecessor (the next slower worker), who will be located at some point on
a subassembly line. This slower worker in turn walks back and takes over the work of his
predecessor, and so on, until the first worker begins a new subcomponent at node G.
2.4 Two new issues
This adaptation of the bucket brigade protocol introduces two new issues that do not arise
in simple linear assembly lines. First is the issue of travel. When following the bucket
brigade protocol on the serialized assembly line, workers must travel from one subassembly
line to another and these subassembly lines may be physically far apart. It is clear that
the larger the distances between subassembly lines, the greater the potential for wasted
productive capacity as workers travel between lines. For now we shall assume that this
travel is not “too large”; in Section 2.6.2 we shall show how to reduce such travel.
The total time to complete an instance of the product produced by the in-tree assembly
network under the extended bucket brigade protocol is the sum of productive time and
unproductive time. The productive time is the time spent exclusively in the assembly of
the product, while the unproductive time is that spent traveling but not assembling (either
forward to the next subassembly line or backward to get more work). For now we adopt
the following assumption.
Assumption 2.3. The unproductive time is negligible compared to the productive time.
The second new issue is that the forward progress of a worker on the serialized assembly
line can be halted if, on starting work on a subassembly line, he finds that a required
subcomponent is not available (the corresponding buffer is empty). For example, when a
worker finishes a subcomponent D, according to the sequence of work shown in Figure 2.4,
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he should proceed to line H. However, he might not be able to continue his work if
buffer E is empty. We say the worker is starved and we extended the original bucket
brigade protocol to handle this situation. The possibility of starvation raises the concern
that worker capacity could be systematically diverted to the assembly of subcomponents
without proportional completions of the final product. Is the bucket brigade system stable?
Can buffers grow without bound?
2.5 Starvation is transient
With respect to any total ordering, the item currently being assembled by worker i par-
titions the subassembly lines of the in-tree into two sets: the set L<i of subassembly lines
whose completion points (and buffers) occur prior to the current position of the worker;
and the set L≥i , the current and remaining lines on the in-tree.
Definition 2.1. The item being assembled by worker i is fully provisioned if the following
condition holds: each of the buffers of the subassembly lines in L<i that are required for
assembly in L≥i holds a subcomponent uniquely reserved for the assembly of that item. A
bucket brigade is fully provisioned if each of the items being assembled is fully provisioned.
This definition can be checked worker-by-worker, examining the buffers in each case and
labeling the contents. This requires O(mn) steps, where m is the number of subassembly
lines. The importance of this idea lies in the following, which is a direct result of the
definition.
Observation 2.1. If the bucket brigade is fully provisioned then the item represented by
each worker will be completed without starvation among the workers.
The bucket brigade protocol works to establish a natural association between subcom-
ponents in the buffers and instances of the product as follows: Imagine that, when a new
item is begun, it is assigned a unique, fixed identification number and this number is re-
vealed to each worker when they take over production of the item. Imagine further that
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each worker labels any subcomponent he assembles with the identification number of the
item for which he is currently responsible and thus any necessary subcomponents retrieved
for the item also share the unique identifier.
Lemma 2.1. Each new item that enters the bucket brigade system is fully provisioned and
remains so as it progresses to completion.
Proof. Since the serialized line observes the precedence constraints, each required subcom-
ponent is assembled before it is needed and left in its buffer.
Corollary 2.1. If a bucket brigade is fully provisioned then it will remain fully provisioned.
Proof. This follows because the natural association persists between items in the hands of
workers and the subcomponents that were assembled for them.
Lemma 2.2. There can be no more than n instances of starving.
Proof. By the extended bucket brigade protocol stated in Table 2.1, each instance of starv-
ing triggers a walk-back, which starts a new instance of the product. After n walk-backs
all n items in the system (in the hands of bucket brigade workers) are fully provisioned
and so there can be no more starving.
Theorem 2.1. If workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest in the direction of the
serialized assembly line then a bucket brigade on an in-tree will balance itself.
Proof. Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2 ensure that a bucket brigade on an in-tree will quickly achieve
a fully provisioned state regardless of the initial state of the system, hence any starvation
is transient. Corollary 2.1 guarantees that the bucket brigade, upon reaching a fully
provisioned state, will remain in a fully provisioned state. Thus due to Assumption 2.3, a
bucket brigade operating in a fully provisioned state on an in-tree eventually behaves as
a traditional bucket brigade on a linear assembly line independent of its initial state (see
Theorem 3 of [10]).
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The following tells us that, under bucket brigades, the buffers cannot grow without
bound. This will be important to establish the throughput of the system. Let m be the
number of subassembly lines.
Lemma 2.3. From any initial conditions (positions of the workers, state of buffers) the
total number of subcomponents in buffers can never grow by more than mn before the
bucket brigade is fully provisioned. After it is fully provisioned, the total population of
subcomponents cannot grow beyond an additional mn.
Proof. By the extended bucket brigade protocol, each instance of starvation triggers a
walk-back, in which the starved worker in effect abandons the item on which he was
working and goes back to take over the item of his predecessor. This leaves in the buffers
no more than m subcomponents intended for the abandoned item. By Lemma 2.2 there
can be at most n instances of starvation, during which the population of the buffers cannot
grow more than mn.
After starving has ceased each new subcomponent in a buffer corresponds to a unique
instance of the product; and at any time that instance of the product is carried by a unique
worker who is downstream of the buffer. But there are only n workers and m buffers, so
the total population of the buffers cannot grow by more than mn.
Theorem 2.2. If unproductive time is negligible in comparison to work-content, the bucket
brigade line on an in-tree spontaneously balances itself, so that eventually each worker
repeats the same interval of work-content and all subassembly lines produce at a common
rate
∑
i vi, which is the largest possible.
Proof. From Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 workers are always productive, and since by Lemma 2.3
the amount in the buffers is finite, eventually all productive capacity will be realized as
output. By Theorem 3 of [10], each worker repeats an interval of work-content at a common




By Theorem 2.2 the long-run dynamics of bucket brigades on assembly in-trees are
similar to those for linear assembly lines. Nevertheless, it is worth remarking that the
short-term dynamics can differ in that bucket brigades on assembly in-trees are susceptible
to a new form of disruption: If, in the midst of production, a subcomponent is found to
be flawed and unsuitable for use, bucket brigades can proceed through a sequence of n
instances of starvation before reëstablishing a fully provisioned state (Lemma 2.2), and, in
the process, can generate spurious subcomponents. For example, consider M subassembly
lines meeting at a common node at which final assembly begins. Assume the M lines are
sequenced 1, 2, . . . ,M and imagine a single worker assembling each of these subcomponents
in turn and depositing it in the appropriate buffer. If the subcomponent in buffer 1 is
later found to be defective, the worker will not be able to proceed to final assembly,
but will instead, under the extended bucket brigade protocol, retrace his path and then
assemble another of each of the subcomponents 1, 2, . . . ,M . The bucket brigade will have
abandoned the item for which the flawed subcomponent was intended, along with all other
subcomponents intended for it, and gone blindly back to begin construction of another
item. In short, rather than try to recover in the fastest possible way, bucket brigades
maintain simplicity and consistency of movement. Nevertheless, Lemma 2.2 guarantees
that bucket brigades will recover quickly and Lemma 2.3 guarantees that not “too many”
spurious subcomponents will be produced during recovery.
2.6 What is the best total order?
There are many ways to realize a total order of subassembly lines that is consistent with
the partial order of these lines on the in-tree. Here, we discuss two criteria by which one
total order may be preferred to another. The first criterion, which we call Progress Toward
Subgoals, favors total orders in which partially completed subcomponents are moved along
as far as possible before new subcomponents are introduced. The second criterion is




























































Figure 2.5: (a) A total order of nodes that is in the preferred set: The work sequence
constructed in this order maintains progress toward subgoals in the assembly process. (b)
A total order of nodes that is not in the preferred set: This order does not maintain
progress toward subgoals because a worker finishing his work on line E will proceed to line
A instead of line H. This violates the condition of continuity of work flow.
(that is, Assumption 2.3 fails to hold). Total orders that minimize travel distance are
preferred.
It is possible to deal with either of these issues independently — maintaining progress
toward subgoals or reducing unproductive time — however, we choose to account for them
both in the following way: we will select, from among the total orders that maintain
progress toward subgoals, one that requires minimal unproductive time (that is, one that
requires minimal travel).
2.6.1 Progress toward subgoals
We favor total orders in which each subcomponent is completed as much as possible be-
fore new subcomponents are begun. To illustrate this criterion, suppose there is a worker
working on line D in Figure 2.1 and assume that all the buffers on the in-tree are empty.
When the worker finishes his work on line D, he may begin a new subcomponent at any
of nodes E, A, B, C, or G. Taking the continuity of work flow into account, it is prefer-
able for him to begin to work on line E and then line H before proceeding to another
subtree. The intuition is to complete the current subcomponent before processing other
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less-directly-related subcomponents. This may be formalized in the following way: Be-
fore assembling subcomponent j, recursively assemble all subcomponents that immediately
precede j. The reader will realize that this can be achieved by running a typical reverse
search algorithm (see, for example, [1] and [18]). We enforce this in the belief that it helps
workers understand the meaning behind their work and so learn it faster and execute it
more reliably.
We define the preferred set as the set of total orders that maintain progress toward
subgoals in the assembly process. According to this definition, the total orders of nodes
shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.5(a) are in the preferred set. Figure 2.5(b) gives an example
that is not in the preferred set because a worker finishing a subcomponent E will begin a
subcomponent A instead of completing the work on the left subtree rooted at node J .
2.6.2 Minimizing travel by workers
Types of travel
Following the extended bucket brigade protocol, workers on the in-tree assembly network
can either travel forward (moving in the direction consistent with the total order of lines to
assemble products) or travel backward (moving in the reverse direction to get more work).
More specifically, we may classify all travel as follows.
Forward travel, which can be classified into two types:
Productive travel, in which workers advance the assembly of the product as they
proceed along the subassembly lines.
Unproductive travel, when a worker finishes one subcomponent and travels (with-
out working) to the start of the next subassembly line.
Backward travel, in which a worker walks back to take over the work of his predecessor.
Backward travel is always unproductive.




































































Figure 2.6: There are different ways for a worker to travel between subassembly lines. A
worker finishing subcomponent I (line 6) travels to start subcomponent E (line 7) via two
alternative ways: (1) he follows the most direct path between nodes J and E; (2) he walks
along the shortest path between nodes J and E on the in-tree (that is, J → H → E).
When walking back, he retraces the path chosen for forward travel.
Assumption 2.4. When traveling backward, a worker retraces the forward path.
This assumption is conservative, in that it ignores opportunities to take short-cuts when
walking back to get work from a predecessor. However, in practice such opportunities are
often not available — potential short-cuts may be hampered by conveyors or shelving that
limit movement between lines. Furthermore, a worker must find his predecessor to get
more work, so that retracing the forward path may be necessary simply to preserve the
bucket brigade protocol.
Workers must travel, both forward and backward, between subassembly lines and this
travel is unproductive. Since we want to minimize (unproductive) travel we must be able
to measure the travel between subassembly lines. There are two reasonable models for
travel between subassembly lines.
1. Travel is along the most direct path between two nodes (the end of a subassembly
line and the start of another).
2. Travel is along the shortest path between the two nodes on the in-tree.
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Figure 2.6 illustrates these two alternatives for travel between subassembly lines. Regard-
less of which model of travel is adopted, we assume the following is true.
Assumption 2.5. The distance of travel from one subassembly line to another is known.
Due to Assumption 2.4, the total forward and backward travel required to complete
each item is independent of the number of workers on the line. Consequently it is sufficient
to study a 1-worker system.
Observation 2.2. The problem of finding a total order of subassembly lines for which
the travel is minimized for an n-worker system is equivalent to the same problem for a
1-worker system.
Due to Observation 2.2, and for the sake of simplicity, we assume that there is only
one worker in the system in the following discussion on finding a total order of lines with
minimal travel. Furthermore, when walking back to get more work workers traverse, in
the reverse direction, the same path they follow in forward travel. Thus, it is sufficient to
consider only forward travel.
Pattern of travel
Define the joint node as the node where all subcomponents meet to produce the final
product. A joint node represents the beginning of the final subassembly line and it is
unique on an in-tree. In Figure 2.3 node J is the joint node. Consider a worker working on
the in-tree according to some order in the preferred set. For illustration, assume that he
follows the order shown in Figure 2.3. He begins his work from line 1 (line G in Figure 2.3),
which is on some subtree rooted at the joint node. Let T be the subtree rooted at the
joint node that contains line 1. In Figure 2.3 the subtree T contains lines A,B,C, F,G,
and I. After finishing the work on line 1 the worker then subsequently traverses all the
other lines on T , following the order of lines, until he reaches the joint node. According to






















Figure 2.7: A schematic plot of the pattern of forward travel: A worker traverses the first
subtree rooted at the joint node through a preferred walk. He then subsequently traverses
each of the remaining subtrees through a preferred tour. He finally completes an instance
of the product on the final subassembly line.
Upon reaching the joint node, the worker continues his work on another subtree rooted
at the joint node in a similar manner. Note that there are only two subtrees rooted at the
joint node in Figure 2.3 but, in general, there could be more than two subtrees rooted at
the joint node on the in-tree. The worker visits a sequence of subtrees in a consecutive
manner. Every time the worker finishes traversing all the lines on a subtree, he returns
to the joint node where he begins his traversal on the next subtree, and so on. Finally,
he proceeds to line J , which is the final subassembly line on the in-tree. Note that this
pattern of motion is consistent with any order that maintains progress toward subgoals.
Let s be a subtree rooted at the joint node on an in-tree. Let As be the set of arcs
on s, where each arc is represented by an ordered pair of nodes. Define a walk on s as
a sequence of nodes (j1, j2, . . . , jm) satisfying the constraint that for each arc (u, v) ∈ As
there is some q such that jq = u and jq+1 = v. A walk may visit a node on s more than
one time. A walk that starts from a leaf node on s, ends at the joint node, and maintains
progress toward subgoals is called a preferred walk. On the other hand, a walk that starts
and ends at the joint node and maintains progress toward subgoals is called a preferred
tour.
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When the worker proceeds forward in assembling the product, following the pattern
of travel described above, he first traverses all the arcs on the first subtree T through a
preferred walk. He then traverses each of the remaining subtrees rooted at the joint node
through a preferred tour. Finally, he completes an instance of the product on the final
subassembly line. Figure 2.7 illustrates the pattern of forward travel.
Procedure to find total order with minimal travel
Given an in-tree such as shown in Figure 2.1, we want to find a total order of lines that
minimizes the total unproductive travel in the assembly process subject to the constraint
that the order must maintain progress toward subgoals. In other words, our problem is to
find a total order from the preferred set such that the unproductive travel in producing an
instance of the product is minimized. This can be achieved by determining:
• the first subtree T rooted at the joint node (or equivalently, choosing line 1) and a
preferred walk that traverses T ; and
• a preferred tour on each of the remaining subtrees rooted at the joint node;
such that the sum of lengths of the preferred walk on T and all the preferred tours is
minimized.
Let S be the set of subtrees rooted at the joint node. We find a total order with
minimal travel from the preferred set using the following procedure.
1. For each subtree s ∈ S:
• find a preferred walk ws on s with minimum length C
w
s ;
• find a preferred tour ts on s with minimum length Cts.





3. Construct the partial order of lines on T according to the order of lines that wT
traverses T .
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4. For all s ∈ S\{T}, construct the partial order of lines on s according to the order of
lines that ts traverses s.
5. Construct the total order of all the lines on the in-tree by combining the partial
orders obtained in steps 3 and 4. Traverse the subtree T first, and then traverse the
remaining subtrees in S in an arbitrary order.
In step 1 we need to solve two problems:
• finding a minimum preferred walk, and
• finding a minimum preferred tour,
for each subtree s ∈ S. The first problem is a special instance of the second when the
distance from the joint node to any leaf node on the in-tree is set to 0.
Heuristic to find minimum preferred tour
Interestingly, the problem of finding a minimum preferred tour on a subtree, rooted at
the joint node of an in-tree, can be modeled as the stacker crane problem with precedence
constraints. In the original, unconstrained stacker crane problem [20], we are given a set N
of nodes (together with the corresponding distance matrix) and a set A of arcs, where each
arc is an ordered pair of nodes. The objective is to search for a tour (j1, j2, . . . , jm), where
j1 = jm, with minimum length subject to the constraint that for each arc (u, v) ∈ A, there
is some q such that jq = u and jq+1 = v. Note that a tour may visit a node (other than
node j1) in N more than one time. The stacker crane problem with precedence constraints
is the stacker crane problem with additional constraints requiring that certain arcs must be
visited before others. In our problem these precedence constraints represent the precedence
relations between the subassembly lines on the in-tree as well as the constraint that the
partial order of lines must maintain progress toward subgoals.
The stacker crane problem is NP-complete [20]. Frederickson et al. [20] suggested
two polynomial time approximation algorithms to solve the stacker crane problem. In
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particular, the first algorithm (called the large arcs algorithm) is suitable for the case
when the total length of arcs in A is large compared to the optimal tour length. It returns
a solution with cost no greater than 3C∗− 2CA, where C
∗ and CA represent the length of
the optimal tour and the total length of arcs in A respectively. Furthermore, the algorithm
terminates in O(|A|3) time. Interested readers can refer to [20] for the details.
The large arcs algorithm can be adapted to solve the stacker crane problem with
precedence constraints described above. The adaptation is straightforward. It simply
removes some forbidden links between arcs in A to capture the precedence constraints. The
adapted algorithm has the same worst-case performance guarantee and time complexity.
Although the problem of finding a minimum preferred tour on a subtree is NP-complete,
we should note that all real in-tree assembly networks with which we are familiar are fairly
simple and would not require actual application of the algorithmic procedure described
above to generate practical solutions.
Special case
When the travel from one subassembly line to another follows the shortest path between
two nodes on the in-tree (that is, alternative 2 in Figure 2.6), the problem of finding
a minimum preferred tour on a subtree, rooted at the joint node of the in-tree, can be
solved to optimality in polynomial time. In this more restricted case, all preferred tours
on a subtree rooted at the joint node have the same length. Thus, we only need to
search for a partial order of lines that is consistent with the precedence relations between
the subassembly lines and maintains progress toward subgoals. This can be achieved by
running a typical reverse search algorithm (see, for example, [1] and [18]) on the subtree.
Furthermore, the problem of finding a minimum preferred walk on the subtree can be
solved to optimality in polynomial time in a similar manner.
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2.7 Related work
In 1994 Gershwin observed that “there has been relatively little written on Assembly/
Disassembly networks compared with the vast queuing theory literature” [21]. We find
the situation unchanged today. The literature of which we are aware models the assembly
network as a queuing network, typically with iid exponential processing times (for exam-
ple, [21]). Typically the emphasis is on describing steady state behavior of the system, if
any, and measuring work-in-process and throughput.
Some previous work seeks balance by the assignment of work content. Most relevant
to our work is that of Baker et al., who considered an assembly system in which two
subcomponents are produced at different stations and then joined at third station [7]. The
processing times at all stations are stochastic and follow the same distribution. No buffers
are used in the system, but the assembly station can accept completed subcomponents
while awaiting other subcomponents.
Baker et al. focused on the cases in which the total work-content is constant and is
equal to the number of stations in the system and the coefficient of variation at each station
is fixed. For this model Baker et al. investigated how to allocate the total work-content
(sum of mean processing times at all stations) to the stations so that the throughput of the
system is maximized. They found that the assembly system should be “unbalanced” in the
direction of assigning less work to the assembly station and more to component stations.
They also considered a generalized system in which two feeder lines merge at an assembly
station. Each feeder line consists of an initial work station and a final work station, where
the latter feeds the assembly station. Their results indicate that throughput is maximized
by allocating decreasing amounts of work-content closer to assembly.
In contradistinction, we have assumed that the work content has already been allocated
among the work stations, but that — as to be expected in the real world — the resulting
balance will be imperfect, both moment-to-moment due to stochastic variance and in the
long-run, due to impossibility of dividing the work perfectly. Bucket brigades can smooth
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over those imperfections to achieve, and dynamically maintain, near perfect balance.
2.8 Summary
The main contribution of our work is to show how the idea of bucket brigades [10] can be
applied to in-tree assembly networks, so that even relatively complex assembly systems can
enjoy the benefits of self-balancing. We achieve this by conceptually converting the work-
content on an assembly network to a one-dimensional sequence of work upon which the
adapted bucket brigade protocol can be executed. The system converges to a stationary
state in which every worker repeats the same portion of work-content (possibly across
several subassembly lines) on each successive instance of the product. Furthermore, to a
good approximation, the throughput of the system attains the maximum possible.
It is worth remarking that some managerial issues that are trivial on simple, linear
bucket brigades may present practical problems on complicated in-trees. For example,
workers must follow a common sequence of work, which means that the sequence of sub-
assembly lines must be either memorized or else marked clearly for both forward and
backward movement. Similarly, on walking back to get more work, workers must be able
to find and recognize their predecessors.
If travel time is significant then of course the throughput of the assembly system would
be diminished because workers would spend more time in unproductive travel and less
in actual assembly. In addition, significant travel times could disrupt the self-balancing,
and in particular the tendency of workers to repeat the same interval of work content.
This could happen if, for example, the in-tree is such that when a worker walks back from
position x the time to travel back is very different from the time required from position
x+ ε.
In practice it may be quite easy to implement bucket brigades on in-tree assembly
systems because real assembly trees are fairly simple, at least in our experience. For
example, a motivating application for our work was an assembly in-tree to produce large
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screen televisions for Mitsubishi [9]. It was a simple “Y” shape and so the appropriate
total ordering was obvious.
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Chapter 3
Bucket Brigades on More
Restrictive In-Trees
3.1 Assembly in-trees that are more restrictive
The approach in Chapter 2 assumes that workers on an in-tree assembly network can travel
from one node to another either by
1. the most direct path between the nodes; or
2. the shortest path between the two nodes on the in-tree.
In the latter case, workers are allowed to pass each other when they travel along the
subassembly lines on the in-tree. However, in some situations workers must travel along
the subassembly lines on the in-tree as direct travel from one node to another may not
be available due to shelving, conveyors, etc. Furthermore, when workers travel along the
subassembly lines they may not be allowed to pass each other due to space limitation (for
example, narrow aisles) or some technical constraints that forbid passing between workers.
Here, we demonstrate ways of running a bucket brigade on an in-tree when workers






Figure 3.1: A simple assembly in-tree consists of only three subassembly lines.
motion of workers becomes more restrictive, it becomes more difficult to make bucket
brigades self-balanced on an in-tree. Part of the difficulty is that workers can no longer
travel freely to where the work is and care must be taken to prevent starvation. Due to
the complexity of the analysis we focus on a two-worker bucket brigade on a simple “Y”
shape in-tree.
3.2 Simple assembly in-trees
Consider a simple assembly in-tree shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of only three arcs, each
of which corresponds to one subassembly line. Arc j is that one emanating from node j
and it represents the work content on subassembly line j, on which subcomponent j is
assembled. Each subassembly line j has a buffer j located at the end of the line to store
completed instances of subcomponent j.
Assembly of subcomponent L and subcomponent R are initiated at nodes L and R
respectively. These subcomponents are assembled in moving along the subassembly lines
devoted to them. Subcomponents are joined at node D to the assembly of final product.
Each instance of the product, called an item, is completed and leaves the in-tree at the
root node, in this example E.














Figure 3.2: The simple assembly in-tree is embedded in an equilateral triangle ABC.
Subassembly lines L, R, and D are perpendicular to the edges AB, AC, and BC respec-
tively. The sum of the lengths l, r, and d is a constant for node D located arbitrarily
within the triangle. For the sake of simplicity the total work on the system is normalized
to 1, so that l + r + d = 1.
and is described by the following.
Assumption 3.1. The work to process each subcomponent is deterministic and is spread
continuously and uniformly over the corresponding subassembly line. Furthermore the work
content at any station is preëmptible without significant loss of work.
An example of such a line is one with relatively many work stations, each of which has a
small piece of the total work content.
Thus, the amount of work on subassembly lines L, R, and D can be represented by
lengths l, r, and d respectively. To facilitate our analysis, we utilize a geometrical property
of equilateral triangles. Assume that the entire structure of the in-tree is embedded in an
equilateral triangle ABC as depicted in Figure 3.2. Subassembly lines L, R, and D are
perpendicular to the edges AB, AC, and BC respectively. It can be shown easily that
the sum of the lengths l, r, and d is a constant for node D located arbitrarily within the
triangle. For the sake of simplicity the total work on the system is normalized to 1, so
that l + r + d = 1.
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We consider the case where there are only two workers in the system. Our model of
them is intended to capture simple, unskilled assembly in which workers are fully cross-
trained:
Assumption 3.2. Each worker i = 1, 2 is characterized by a work velocity vi that is fixed
and constant over all subassembly lines.
Assume distinct workers labeled so that v1 < v2. Furthermore, we consider more restrictive
situations as stated in the following assumption.
Assumption 3.3. Workers must travel along the subassembly lines on the in-tree and they
are not allowed to pass each other.
The total time to complete an instance of the product produced by the simple assembly
in-tree is the sum of productive time and unproductive time. The productive time is the
time spent exclusively in the assembly of the product, while the unproductive time is
that spent traveling but not assembling (either forward to the next subassembly line or
backward to get more work). For now we adopt the following assumption.
Assumption 3.4. The unproductive time is negligible compared to the productive time.
3.3 Balance
We adopt the same definition of balance on an in-tree stated in Chapter 2. A simple
assembly in-tree is balanced if the following three conditions are satisfied:
Repetition: Each worker repeats the same portion of work content on each successive
instance of the product.
Efficiency: Workers are utilized to their fullest, while the work-in-process remains bounded.
Synchronization: All subassembly lines produce at a common rate.
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Table 3.1: The Bucket Brigade Rules determine what each individual team member should
do.
Forward: Assemble your item moving from one subassembly line to the next
according to the serialized ordering. If you are the last worker and complete
an item or if your item is taken over by your successor then go Back.
Back: If you are the first worker then return to the first subassembly line ac-
cording to the serialized ordering and start a new item and go Forward;
otherwise walk back to your predecessor, take over his item, and go For-
ward.
Balance is desirable because then the skills of each worker are reinforced by repetition, the
effort of each worker is directly realized as output of finished product, and production is
regular, which simplifies downstream processes.
3.4 What should a worker do next?
We adopt the same approach introduced in Chapter 2 to make the simple assembly in-
tree balanced: Serialize the subassembly lines so that each worker conforms to the same
sequence of work during the assembly of the product. However, due to Assumption 3.3,
not every total order of subassembly lines that satisfies the partial ordering imposed by
the in-tree is appropriate. We will find out the correct total order of subassembly lines in
the next section. For now, we assume that this correct total order is given so that some
form of bucket brigades can be constructed. In particular, both the initialization (sequence
workers from slowest to fastest) and the basic rule of movement (work “forward” and walk
“back” to get more work) are understood in relation to this total order.
After the subassembly lines on the simple in-tree are serialized into a correct total
order, workers are sequenced from slowest to fastest with respect to this total order. Thus,
according to this total order worker 1 always begins an item from the first subassembly
line and worker 2 always completes an item on the final subassembly line. Each worker
follows the rules given in Table 3.1.
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Note that the rules given in Table 3.1 do not specify what to do if a worker is starved
(that is, if a required subcomponent is unavailable). Instructions for workers in case of
starvation are unnecessary because starvation will never occur if the subassembly lines are
serialized into a correct order and workers are initialized at appropriate locations on the
in-tree. Thus, workers on the in-tree do not start from arbitrary locations. Some proper
initial locations must be chosen with respect to the order of subassembly lines to prevent
starvation.
3.5 What is the correct total order?
We focus on the case in which point D is located within the left portion of the triangle in




to represent the relative work velocities of workers. Note that 0 < s < 1/2. Depending
on the values of s, l, and r, the correct total order of subassembly lines can be different.
Define the following four disjoint regions:
Region 1 : s < l;
Region 2 : l < s < r;
Region 3 : r < s < l + r;
Region 4 : s > l + r.
Each region has a different way of serializing the subassembly lines to make the two-worker
bucket brigade on the simple in-tree balanced.
Let xk denote the location of the kth hand-off on the simple in-tree in Figure 3.2. We
construct the reference frame such that xk ∈ [0, l] on line L, xk ∈ (l, l + r] on line R, and


















Figure 3.3: (a) Subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D. (b) Subassembly lines
are sequenced as R→ L→ D.
location xk. Worker 1 returns to the first subassembly line (according to the total order
of lines) to begin item k + 1 while worker 2 continues to work on item k. When worker 2
completes item k, he walks back to receive item k + 1 from worker 1 at xk+1.
3.5.1 Region 1 (s < l)
There are two different ways to serialize the subassembly lines to make the two-worker
bucket brigade balanced. Figure 3.3 shows two different orders of subassembly lines. In
Figure 3.3 (a) the lines are sequenced as L → R → D. Lemma 3.1 shows the existence
and uniqueness of a fixed point on the in-tree under this ordering of subassembly lines.
Lemma 3.1. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D in Region 1, then












Since x∗L = s < l, the fixed point is located on line L.
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When the system operates on the fixed point x∗L each worker repeatedly executes a
fixed portion of work content of each instance of the product: After worker 1 hands item
k off to worker 2 at x∗L, worker 1 returns to node L to begin item k + 1 while worker 2
continues to work on item k. When worker 2 finishes the work on line L for item k he
proceeds to line R and then line D. Finally, when worker 2 completes item k at node E
he returns to x∗L to receive item k + 1 from worker 1. Note that workers do not pass each
other when they travel along the subassembly lines.
Lemma 3.2. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D in Region 1, and
x0 ∈ [max(0, 1− (v2/v1)l), l], then x
k ∈ [max(0, 1− (v2/v1)l), l], for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
Proof. We first prove that if xk−1 ∈ [max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)l), l], then x
k ∈ [max(0, 1 −
































The last inequality is due to the fact that s < l. Thus, xk ∈ [1− (v2/v1)l, l].
Case 2. If 1− (v2/v1)l < 0⇒ v1/v2 < l, x

















Thus, xk ∈ [0, l]. Since k is arbitrary we conclude that if x0 ∈ [max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)l), l],
then xk ∈ [max(0, 1− (v2/v1)l), l], for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
Lemma 3.2 shows that if x0 ∈ [max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)l), l] then the hand-off locations x
k are
always on line L.
Lemma 3.3. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D in Region 1, and
x0 ∈ [max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)l), l], then the two-worker bucket brigade converges to the fixed
point x∗L.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2, if x0 ∈ [max(0, 1−(v2/v1)l), l] then the hand-off locations


























Since v1 < v2, as k →∞, |δ
k| → 0 and xk → x∗L.
Define the throughput of the system as the number of instances of the product produced
per unit time.
Lemma 3.4. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L→ R→ D in Region 1, then the
throughput of the two-worker bucket brigade on the fixed point x∗L is v1+ v2, the maximum
possible.
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= v1 + v2.
An alternate way in Region 1 is to sequence the subassembly lines as R→ L→ D such
as shown in Figure 3.3 (b).
Lemma 3.5. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R → L → D in Region 1, then
there exists a unique fixed point on line R and it is given by








1− x∗R + l
v2
.
Since x∗R = l + s, l < x
∗
R < l + r, the fixed point is located on line R.
When the system operates on the fixed point x∗R worker 1 hands an item off to worker
2 at x∗R at each iteration. After relinquishing item k, worker 1 returns to node R to begin
item k+1 while worker 2 continues to work on item k. When worker 2 finishes the work on
line R for item k he proceeds to line L and then line D. Finally, when worker 2 completes
item k at node E he returns to x∗R to receive item k+1 from worker 1. Note that workers
do not pass each other when they travel along the subassembly lines.
Lemma 3.6. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R → L → D in Region 1, and
x0 ∈ (l + max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)r), l + r], then x
k ∈ (l + max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)r), l + r], for
k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
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Proof. We first prove that if xk−1 ∈ (l + max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)r), l + r], then x
k ∈ (l +




1− xk−1 + l
v2
;
xk = l + v1
(




Case 1. If 1− (v2/v1)r ≥ 0, x
k−1 ∈ (l + 1− (v2/v1)r, l + r] implies
xk < l + v1
[




= l + r;
and
xk ≥ l + v1
[














The last inequality is due to the fact that s < r. Thus, xk ∈ (l + 1− (v2/v1)r, l + r].
Case 2. If 1− (v2/v1)r < 0⇒ v1/v2 < r, xk−1 ∈ (l, l + r] implies
xk < l + v1
(




< l + r;
and
xk ≥ l + v1
[











Thus, xk ∈ (l, l + r]. Since k is arbitrary we conclude that if x0 ∈ (l + max(0, 1 −
(v2/v1)r), l + r], then x
k ∈ (l +max(0, 1− (v2/v1)r), l + r], for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
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Lemma 3.6 shows that if x0 ∈ (l +max(0, 1− (v2/v1)r), l + r] then the hand-off locations
xk are always on line R.
Lemma 3.7. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R → L → D in Region 1, and
x0 ∈ (l +max(0, 1− (v2/v1)r), l + r], then the two-worker bucket brigade converges to the
fixed point x∗R.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.6, if x0 ∈ (l+max(0, 1− (v2/v1)r), l+ r] then the hand-off


























Since v1 < v2, as k →∞, |δk| → 0 and xk → x∗R.
Lemma 3.8. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R→ L→ D in Region 1, then the
throughput of the two-worker bucket brigade on the fixed point x∗R is v1+ v2, the maximum
possible.







= v1 + v2.
3.5.2 Region 2 (l < s < r)
As s becomes larger than l the fixed point x∗L (Eq. (3.1)) on line L no longer exists. There
is only one way to order the subassembly lines to achieve balance: R→ L→ D. Figure 3.3
(b) shows the ordering of subassembly lines.
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Lemma 3.9. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R → L → D in Region 2, then
there exists a unique fixed point on line R and it is given by




Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 3.5.
Upon the fixed point x∗R each worker executes a fixed portion of the total work content
of an item. After a hand-off worker 1 returns to node R to begin a new item while worker
2 continues the work received from worker 1. When worker 2 finishes the work on line R
he proceeds to line L and then line D. Finally, when worker 2 completes an item at node
E he returns to x∗R to receive new work from worker 1.
Lemma 3.10. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R → L → D in Region 2, and
x0 ∈ (l + max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)r), l + r], then x
k ∈ (l + max(0, 1 − (v2/v1)r), l + r], for
k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.10 ensures that if x0 ∈ (l+max(0, 1−(v2/v1)r), l+r], then the hand-off locations
xk are always on line R.
Lemma 3.11. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R → L → D in Region 2, and
x0 ∈ (l +max(0, 1− (v2/v1)r), l + r], then the two-worker bucket brigade converges to the
fixed point x∗R.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 3.7.
Lemma 3.12. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as R→ L→ D in Region 2, then the
throughput of the two-worker bucket brigade on the fixed point x∗R is v1+ v2, the maximum
possible.



















Figure 3.4: (a) For an item begun from node L, subassembly lines are sequenced as
L → R → D. The item is handed off at pR. (b) For an item begun from node R,
subassembly lines are sequenced as R→ L→ D. The item is handed off at pL.
3.5.3 Region 3 (r < s < l + r)
In this region there exists no ordering of subassembly lines in which the two-worker bucket
brigade converges to a fixed point. Thus, the simple assembly in-tree cannot be serialized
to achieve balance. However, a period-2 orbit or 2-cycle [2, 19] is found if the following
sequencing scheme is adopted. Imagine that, when a new item is begun, it is assigned an
order of subassembly lines and this order is revealed to each worker when they take over
production of the item. Furthermore, if we assign the order L → R → D (R → L → D)
to an item begun from node L (R), then there is a period-2 orbit on the in-tree.
When the system operates on the period-2 orbit the hand-offs occur periodically at two
fixed locations pL and pR, where pL and pR are on lines L and R respectively. Figure 3.4
shows these hand-off locations. Suppose item k is begun from node L such as shown in
Figure 3.4 (a). Following the order L → R → D, worker 1 first completes the work on
line L and continues on line R for item k. The kth hand-off occurs when worker 2 receives
item k from worker 1 at pR. After relinquishing item k worker 1 walks back to node R to
begin item k + 1 while worker 2 continues to work on item k. When worker 2 finishes the
work on line R for item k, he proceeds to line D. Meanwhile, worker 1 is working on item
k + 1 on line R. Following the new order R → L → D shown in Figure 3.4 (b), worker 1
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first finishes the work on line R and then proceeds to line L to work for item k + 1 before
worker 2 completes item k.
The (k + 1)st hand-off occurs when worker 2 receives item k + 1 from worker 1 at pL.
After the hand-off worker 1 walks back to node L to initiate item k + 2 while worker 2
continues to work on item k + 1. Following the order L → R → D again worker 1 will
finish the work on line L and proceed to line R for item k + 2 before worker 2 completes
item k + 1. The (k + 2)nd hand-off will again occur at pR. Consequently, the hand-offs of
the two-worker system repeatedly occur at two alternate locations pL and pR. Note that
workers do not pass each other when they travel along the subassembly lines.
Lemma 3.13. If the order of subassembly lines L → R → D (R → L → D) is assigned
to an item begun from node L (R) in Region 3, then there exists a unique period-2 orbit









Proof. Since the hand-offs occur periodically at pL and pR such as shown in Figure 3.4,















Furthermore, pL = s−r, pR = s, and r < s < l+r imply that 0 < pL < l and r < pR < l+r.
Thus, pL is on line L and pR is on line R.
Lemma 3.14. If the order of subassembly lines L→ R→ D (R→ L→ D) is assigned to
an item begun from node L (R) in Region 3, then the throughput of the two-worker bucket
brigade on the period-2 orbit pL and pR is v1 + v2, the maximum possible.
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= v1 + v2.
3.5.4 Region 4 (s > l + r)
In this region there are two ways to order the subassembly lines: L → R → D and
R→ L→ D. Both orders result in a fixed point on line D.
Lemma 3.15. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D or R → L → D in













Since x∗D = s > l + r, the fixed point is located on line D.
When the system operates on the fixed point x∗D worker 1 hands an item off to worker
2 at x∗D at each iteration. After relinquishing item k worker 1 returns to node L (R), if
order L→ R→ D (R→ L→ D) is used, to begin item k + 1 while worker 2 continues to
work on item k. When worker 1 finishes the work on line L (R) for item k+1 he proceeds
to line R (L) and then line D. The next hand-off occurs when worker 2 finishes the work
on line D for item k and returns to x∗D to receive item k + 1 from worker 1. Note that
workers do not pass each other when they travel along the subassembly lines.
Lemma 3.16. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D or R → L → D
in Region 4, and x0 ∈ (l + r, 1 − (v2/v1)(l + r)), then x
k ∈ (l + r, 1 − (v2/v1)(l + r)), for
k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
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Proof. We first prove that if xk−1 ∈ (l+r, 1−(v2/v1)(l+r)), then x
k ∈ (l+r, 1−(v2/v1)(l+













xk−1 ∈ (l + r, 1− (v2/v1)(l + r)) implies
xk > v1
[
















The last inequality is due to s > l + r. Thus, xk ∈ (l + r, 1 − (v2/v1)(l + r)). Since k is
arbitrary we conclude that if x0 ∈ (l+r, 1−(v2/v1)(l+r)), then xk ∈ (l+r, 1−(v2/v1)(l+r)),
for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
Lemma 3.16 shows that if x0 ∈ (l+ r, 1− (v2/v1)(l+ r)) then the hand-off locations x
k are
always on line D.
Lemma 3.17. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D or R → L → D in
Region 4, and x0 ∈ (l+ r, 1− (v2/v1)(l+ r)), then the two-worker bucket brigade converges
to the fixed point x∗D.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.16, if x0 ∈ (l + r, 1 − (v2/v1)(l + r)) then the hand-off
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Since v1 < v2, as k →∞, |δ
k| → 0 and xk → x∗D.
Lemma 3.18. If the subassembly lines are sequenced as L → R → D or R → L → D in
Region 4, then the throughput of the two-worker bucket brigade on the fixed point x∗D is
v1 + v2, the maximum possible.







= v1 + v2.
Thus, as s increases (as the work velocity of worker 1 approaches that of worker 2)
with respect to l and r, and if the subassembly lines are serialized into a correct order,
then the stationary state of the two-worker bucket brigade changes from two fixed points
x∗L (Eq. (3.1)) and x
∗
R (Eq. (3.2)) on lines L and R respectively, to a single fixed point x
∗
R
(Eq. (3.3)) on line R, a period-2 orbit pL (Eq. (3.4)) and pR (Eq. (3.5)), and a fixed point
x∗D (Eq. (3.6)) on line D. Furthermore, the throughput of the system on every stationary
state is equal to v1 + v2.
3.6 Summary
Any fixed point is preferable to the period-2 orbit for the two-worker bucket brigade on
the simple assembly in-tree because the system exhibits simple dynamic behavior on a
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Region 1 : 2 fixed points on lines L and R
Region 2 : 1 fixed point on line R or L
Region 3 : period-2 orbit
Region 4 : 1 fixed point on line D
Figure 3.5: Given the value of s (workers’ work velocities), the stationary states of the
two-worker bucket brigade are characterized by different areas for the location of node D
within the triangle in Figure 3.2.
fixed point. That is, each worker repeatedly executes the same portion of work content
of each instance of the product produced. Thus, the skills of each worker is reinforced
by repetition. Furthermore, handing the items off at a fixed location also causes less
confusions and errors in the operation.
Given the work velocities of workers (the value of s), what is the layout for the assembly
in-tree so that the two-worker bucket brigade converges to a fixed point? When s is given,
different regions described in Section 3.5 correspond to different values of l and r, which
determine the location of node D in Figure 3.2. Each region described in Section 3.5
corresponds to a distinct area for the location of node D within the left portion of the
triangle in Figure 3.2. Different areas, each of which is characterized by some stationary
state(s), are illustrated in Figure 3.5. Due to the symmetry of the ’Y’ shape in-tree, similar
dynamics is found in layouts with l > r. Thus, Figure 3.5 has symmetrical results on the
right portion. Region 1 has two fixed points, one on line L and the other on line R. Region
2 corresponds to two separate areas in Figure 3.5. The area on the left (where l ≤ r) in
Figure 3.5 has a fixed point on line R; and the area on the right (where l > r) has a fixed
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point on line L. Region 3 has a period-2 orbit on which the hand-offs occur on lines L
and R periodically. Finally, Region 4 has a fixed point on line D. Note that the ratio of
the area of Region 3 to that of the entire triangle is s2. This ratio increases with s but is
bounded above by 1/4 because s < 1/2.
The idea developed here can be generalized to any restrictive in-trees with m sub-
assembly lines and a team of n workers. Given an in-tree and a team of workers, we first
sequence the workers from slowest to fastest and serialize the work content on the in-tree.
Upon constructing a serial order of subassembly lines we check whether each worker can
walk back, along the subassembly lines, to the corresponding hand-off location in Equa-
tion 1.1. If the serial order of subassembly lines does not allow some worker to walk back
to get more work from his predecessor, then we try another serial order. We repeat this
procedure until a feasible serial order of subassembly lines (if any) is found.
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Chapter 4
Stability and Chaos on A Bucket
Brigade Assembly Line
A model of bucket brigade assembly lines, in which workers spend significant time to walk
back for more work and they are allowed to pass each other, may exhibit chaotic behavior.
Even in the case with only two workers, the dynamic behavior of this purely deterministic
system can be effectively random if the system is improperly configured. Spatially, the
chaotic behavior is characterized by erratic hand-off locations that may spread over almost
the entire assembly line. Temporally, the chaotic behavior is reflected by large variability in
completion times of items. We show analytically how the dynamics of the system undergoes
a transition from stability to chaotic behavior as the velocities of workers change.
4.1 Introduction
The existence of variability often degrades the performance of manufacturing systems (see,
for example, Chapter 9 of [22]). For instance, the variation in processing times of jobs at
a work station on an assembly line may cause the work-in-process and the flow time of the
line to increase and thus, reduces service level. As a common practice, factory managers
strive to eradicate variability from their shop floors. To achieve this goal and to have
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effective manufacturing management, it is crucial to understand and manage variability in
a manufacturing system.
The causes of variability in manufacturing systems can be attributed to random vari-
ation, which is a result of events beyond our immediate control [22]. For instance, the
processing times of jobs at a work station may fluctuate with the motivation of a worker.
Similarly, the inter-arrival times between customer orders are, in general, unpredictable.
On the other hand, variability can also be due to controllable variation, which occurs as a
direct result of human decisions [22]. For instance, if several products are produced by an
assembly line, there will be variability in their physical dimensions and processing time.
Similarly, the content of a buffer in front of a work station changes more drastically if
items are moved in batches than if moved one at a time.
Variability observed in a manufacturing system is often a consequence of one type
of variation superimposed on the other. Identifying the underlying causes of variability
with respect to these two types of variation can be challenging. Since random variation is
beyond our control, in general, it is difficult to eliminate. Controllable variation, on the
other hand, can be reduced by making proper decisions on the system.
It has been found that many simple, deterministic systems may generate surprisingly
irregular, complicated dynamic behavior. These systems are often called chaotic dynamical
systems or simply chaotic systems [2, 19]. This suggests that we may sometimes understand
irregular and complicated phenomena, such as that observed on the shop floors, in terms
of simple models. In the context of manufacturing systems, the controllable variation
observed on a system may sometimes be a manifestation of the chaotic dynamics of the
system under some improper control policies. As a result, analyzing the dynamics of a
model under certain control policies may help us understand the impact of these policies
on the resultant variability.
Here, we consider a generalized model of bucket brigades [10], which is a deterministic
model of workers sharing work on assembly lines. Focusing our study on a deterministic
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model allows us to decouple the effects of controllable variation from that of random varia-
tion. The model includes no stochastic elements and thus allows us to see how the behavior
of the system evolves without any “noise”. Using concepts and techniques from the theory
of dynamical systems [2, 19], we show that the dynamics of this purely deterministic model
can be chaotic and may induce large variability if the system is improperly configured. Our
results demonstrate that variability observed on a manufacturing system may be reduced
or managed through studying the dynamics of a simple, deterministic model.
4.2 Literature review
The most well-known model in manufacturing systems that exhibits chaotic dynamics is
called the switched arrival system [17]. It is a fluid model of a manufacturing system in
which a single switching server distributes work over N parallel machines. The amount of
work in the buffer in front of each machine is assumed to be a continuous variable. The
processing rate at each machine is assumed to be constant. The server continues to fill a
buffer until another buffer empties. The rate at which the server fills a buffer is equal to
the sum of the processing rates of all machines. When the system is sampled at the times
when a buffer empties, the dynamics of the system can be represented by a Poincaré map
[2] which maps the interval [0, 1] into itself. Chase et al. [17] showed that the switched
arrival system can be chaotic and this behavior is reflected by the irregular fluctuation in
the work amount in each buffer. More detailed models of the switched arrival system have
been studied. These models consider finite buffer sizes, setup times for the server to switch
from one buffer to another, discrete work content, etc. (see [4, 28] and references therein).
We will show in the following sections that a generalized model of bucket brigade
assembly may exhibit chaotic behavior under a certain condition. Unlike the switched
arrival system, which represents an idealized manufacturing system, bucket brigades are
widely used in industry as a way of sharing work among workers on assembly lines such
as the assembly of sewn products [10] and order-picking in warehouses [9, 12]. We shall
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point out that both Chase et al. [17] and us base results on the work of Li and Yorke [25],
who analyzed chaotic behavior in piecewise continuous functions with a finite number of
discontinuities.
Bartholdi and Eisenstein [11] introduced a generalized model in which workers can pass
each other (thus, they are not restricted to a fixed sequence along the line). Furthermore,
each worker walks back with a finite velocity to receive work. This generalized model is
more accurate in some settings where workers are allowed to pass each other and the time
to walk back to get more work is not significantly smaller than the time to assemble the
product. They found a new, generalized condition for a bucket brigade to converge to a
fixed point. Here, we show that when this condition is violated the system may behave
chaotically. We study the two-worker system and analyze its dynamics with respect to the
velocities of workers.
4.3 A generalized model of bucket brigades
As in the Normative Model, we make the following assumption on the work content of the
product assembled by a bucket brigade assembly line.
Assumption 4.1. (Smoothness and Predictability of Work)
The work content of the product is a constant (which we normalize to 1); and it is dis-
tributed continuously and uniformly over the assembly line. Furthermore, the work content
at any work station is preëmptible without significant loss of work.
An example of such an assembly line is one with relatively many work stations, each
of which has a small piece of the total work content. As discussed in [8, 10, 12] this
assumption is not strictly necessary for a bucket brigade to be effective in practice but
it greatly simplifies the analysis. We will show that even with this simplification the
dynamical behavior of the line can be very complicated if it is improperly configured.
Furthermore, suppose we have a bucket brigade with n workers and they are indexed
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Table 4.1: The Bucket Brigade Rules determine what each individual team member should
do. Under these rules workers are not restricted to a fixed sequence along the line.
Forward Rule: Work forward with your item until
1. your item is handed off to a co-worker; or
2. you complete your item;
then follow the Backward Rule.
Backward Rule: Walk back to get more work,
1. if you encounter a worker j < i working forward then take over his
item;
2. otherwise, begin a new item at the start of the line;
then follow the Forward Rule.
from 1 to n. We make the following assumption on the velocities of workers.
Assumption 4.2. (Workers Are Characterized by Forward and Backward Ve-
locities)
Each worker i is characterized by a constant forward (work) velocity vi, and a constant
backward (walk-back) velocity wi. Both vi and wi are positive, for all i = 1, . . . , n.
In contrast, in the Normative Model of bucket brigades [8, 10] each worker walks back
with an infinite velocity. In some settings the assumption of infinite walk-back velocities
may be inappropriate. For example, in low-density order-picking workers walk a consider-
able distance between picks. Thus, the time to work forward to perform a few picks is not
much greater than the time to walk back to get more work.
Each worker i in the generalized model follows two simple rules stated in Table 4.1.
Under these rules workers are not restricted to a fixed sequence along the line.
To facilitate discussion and avoid ambiguity we say a forward (backward) overtaking
occurs when one worker overtakes another worker while both of them are working forward
(walking back). On the other hand, we say a passing occurs when two workers pass
each other while they are moving in opposite directions. Both overtaking and passing are
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possible under the rules stated in Table 4.1. Furthermore, a hand-off occurs when one
worker takes over an item from another worker.
For this generalized model it is shown in [11] that the bucket brigade converges to a














At the fixed point workers are sequenced along the line according to their indices and no
overtaking or passing occurs. The behavior on the fixed point is similar to that of the
Normative Model [8, 10]: every worker repeats a segment of work content on each item
produced (see top left of Figure 4.1 for an example with two workers). Each successive
item is produced after a constant time interval (see top right of Figure 4.1). This simplifies
the downstream processes.
If the Stability Condition (4.1) does not hold then simulation results on two-worker lines
suggest that the hand-offs between workers do not settle down at a fixed location. Instead,
the hand-off location changes from one point to another on the assembly line in an erratic
manner. More specifically, the hand-off locations distribute over several subintervals along
the assembly line (see bottom left of Figure 4.1). Each of the subintervals is “visited” by
the hand-offs with a certain frequency. Furthermore, the completion times of items become
irregular (see bottom right of Figure 4.1). This demonstrates that large variability can be
induced by the dynamics of a purely deterministic system.
Our main contribution here is to prove that if the Stability Condition (4.1) is violated
then the two-worker system behaves chaotically according to the definition in [2]. We also
demonstrate that the chaotic behavior exhibited by this deterministic system is effectively
indistinguishable from randomness.
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Figure 4.1: Stability and chaos: The top graphs show the stable behavior of a two-
worker line when the Stability Condition (4.1) holds. Hand-off locations converge quickly
to a single point (top left) and each successive item is produced in a fixed time interval
(top right). The bottom graphs show the chaotic behavior of the line when the Stability
Condition is violated. Hand-off locations spread erratically along the assembly line (bottom
left) and completion times become irregular (bottom right). This demonstrates that large
variability can be induced by the dynamics of a purely deterministic system. In all graphs
w1 = 1, v2 = 3, w2 = 2, and v1 = 1 and 3 in top and bottom graphs respectively.
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4.4 Invariant measures
Now we present the groundwork for analysis of chaotic behavior. The dynamics of the two-
worker bucket brigade can be described by a Poincaré map (or simply map) xk+1 = f(xk),
where xk represents the location of the kth hand-off on the assembly line. Since xk ∈ [0, 1],
the function f maps the closed interval I = [0, 1] into itself. It determines the subsequent
iterates xk, k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., given the initial hand-off location x0. The set {x0, x1, x2, . . .} is
called the orbit of x0 under f [2].
Following standard terminology [2] we adopt the following definitions. We call x∗ a
fixed point if x∗ = f(x∗). We call x′ a period-k point (or periodic point with period k) if
x′ = fk(x′) and if k is the smallest such positive integer. The orbit with initial point x′,
which consists of k distinct points, is called a period-k orbit (or periodic orbit with period
k). An orbit {x0, x1, x2, . . . , xt, . . .} is called asymptotically periodic if it converges to a
periodic orbit as t→∞.
Definition 4.1. An orbit {x0, x1, x2, . . .} is chaotic [2] if
• it is neither periodic nor asymptotically periodic; and
• the Lyapunov number L(x0) ≡ limt→∞(f
′(x0) · · · f ′(xt−1))1/t exists and is greater
than 1.
Definition 4.2. The forward limit set [2] of an orbit {x0, x1, x2, . . .} is defined as
Ω(x0) =
{
x : for all T and ε there exists t > T such that |f t(x0)− x| < ε
}
.
The forward limit set of an orbit is the set of points which the orbit approaches arbitrarily
closely, infinitely often. An attractor is a forward limit set which attracts a set of initial
points that has nonzero length. Suppose the orbit {x0, x1, x2, . . .} is chaotic. If x0 ∈ Ω(x0)
then Ω(x0) is called a chaotic set [2].
Definition 4.3. A chaotic attractor [2] is a chaotic set that is also an attractor.
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Fixed points and periodic points contain a finite number of points. They can be
considered as individual points when we study them. However, a chaotic attractor contains
infinitely many points. We cannot keep track of individual points when we study a chaotic
attractor. Instead, we describe a chaotic attractor by specifying how much of the attractor
is in an interval. Consider an interval S ⊆ I. Define µ(S) as the measure of S. Intuitively,
the measure of an interval is a number that represents “how much” a chaotic attractor is in
the interval (see [2, 24] for an introduction). The measure of an interval has the following
properties [2]:
• The measure of any interval is a nonnegative number.
• The measure of a disjoint union of a finite or countably infinite number of intervals
is equal to the sum of the measures of the individual intervals.
• The measure of I = [0, 1] is equal to 1.
Furthermore, µ is called an invariant measure with respect to f if µ(S) = µ(f−1(S)), for





then p is called the density of µ.
We observe that when the Stability Condition (4.1) is violated the orbit of almost
every x ∈ [0, 1] under f converges to a chaotic attractor (except for the marginal case
where 1/v1 − 1/w1 = 1/v2 − 1/w2 in which the orbits converge to periodic points). The
asymptotic distribution of iterates of f over the interval I can be represented by a density























Figure 4.2: The dynamic behavior of the two-worker system after a transient period is
described in four disjoint regions. The Stability Condition (4.1) is violated in the shaded
area below the diagonal line where the system behaves chaotically.
4.5 Dynamics of two-worker lines
We describe the dynamics after a transient period as well as the asymptotic behavior of
the two-worker system. Workers are indexed as 1 and 2. Worker i has forward (backward)
velocity vi (wi), i = 1, 2. Suppose workers start from arbitrary locations.
Lemma 4.1. In the two-worker system, worker 2 forward overtaking worker 1 is transient.
Proof. Worker 2 must complete his initial item and thus the system will quickly be in
a state where worker 2 is downstream of worker 1. Then, for worker 2 to ever forward
overtake worker 1 the former must be upstream; so worker 2 must backward overtake
worker 1 as both are walking back, and must therefore begin a new item before worker 1
reaches the start of the line. Then, worker 2 working forward must pass worker 1 walking
back, and the system is again in a state where worker 2 is downstream of worker 1.
Corollary 4.1. In the two-worker system, after a transient period, worker 1 will complete
his item after each forward overtaking.
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Proof. According to Lemma 4.1, after a transient period, any forward overtaking occurs
only when worker 1 forward overtakes worker 2. Every time worker 1 forward overtakes
worker 2 the former will complete his item.
By similar arguments we have the following results.
Lemma 4.2. In the two-worker system, worker 1 backward overtaking worker 2 is tran-
sient.
Corollary 4.2. In the two-worker system, after a transient period, worker 2 will begin a
new item and will complete the item after each backward overtaking.
We describe the dynamics of the two-worker system after a transient period in each of
the following four mutually exclusive regions.
Region 1 (v1 > v2;w1 ≥ w2):
After a transient period, only forward overtaking can occur.
Region 2 (v1 ≤ v2;w1 ≥ w2):
After a transient period, the workers will remain in sequence because neither forward
nor backward overtaking can occur. Note that the Stability Condition (4.1) always
holds in this region except for the marginal case where v1 = v2 and w1 = w2.
Region 3 (v1 ≤ v2;w1 < w2):
After a transient period, only backward overtaking can occur.
Region 4 (v1 > v2;w1 < w2):
Both forward and backward overtaking can occur in this region even after a transient
period. Note that the Stability Condition (4.1) is always violated in this region.
Furthermore, after a transient period, passing is possible in all regions except for Region 2.
The dynamic behavior of the two-worker system after this transient period is summarized
in Figure 4.2. Due to the fact that the system has different dynamic behavior in different
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regions, we derive the map for each region separately. Recall that xk is the kth hand-off
location on the assembly line. xk ∈ [0, 1] for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Let bxc represent the largest
integer smaller or equal to x. Define τ1 ≡ 1/v1+1/w1, τ2 ≡ 1/v2+1/w2, α ≡ 1/v1+1/w2,
and β ≡ 1/v2 + 1/w1. Note that τ1 (τ2) represents the time for worker 1 (2) to walk back
from the end of the line, begin a new item, and complete the item.
4.5.1 Region 1 (v1 > v2; w1 ≥ w2)
In this region only forward overtaking can occur after a transient period. In Figure 4.2
the Stability Condition (4.1) holds only in the northwest half of this quadrant.


































k, if xk ∈ [Pr, Pr−1),


















Proof. See Appendix A.1.
The map in Region 1 is piecewise linear with r+1 discontinuities. Figure 4.3 shows the
map in Region 1 with two different values of w2, while other velocities are fixed. The top
graph shows the map when the Stability Condition (4.1) holds. The dashed line represents
the diagonal line xk+1 = xk. The intersection of the diagonal with the function f gives
the fixed point of f . Note that there exists a unique fixed point x∗0 ≈ 0.7 that is attracting
because |f ′(x∗0)| = β/α < 1 [2]. The last inequality is due to the Stability Condition (4.1).
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Figure 4.3: The map f(xk) in Region 1 is plotted with different values of w2. In both
graphs v1 = 2, w1 = 3, and v2 = 1. The top graph shows the map when w2 = 1.1 and so
the Stability Condition (4.1) holds; and the bottom graph shows the map when w2 = 1.8
and so the Stability Condition is violated.
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The bottom graph shows the case when the Stability Condition is violated. In addition
to x∗0 ≈ 0.7, there is another fixed point x
∗
1 ≈ 0.3. Both fixed points are repelling because
|f ′(x∗0)| = |f
′(x∗1)| = β/α > 1 [2]. Furthermore, we have the following observation.
Observation 4.1. Except for the initial hand-off, all hand-offs in Region 1 occur in the





In Figure 4.3 the function f has only one discontinuity, at P0 separating the horizontal axis
into two intervals [0, P0) and [P0, 1]. When the Stability Condition (4.1) holds HL > P0.
Thus, in the top graph of Figure 4.3 the orbits under f are confined in the interval [P0, 1].
Since x∗0 is attracting, x
k → x∗0 as k →∞. On the other hand, when the Stability Condition
is violated HL ≤ P0. Thus, in the bottom graph of Figure 4.3 the interval [0, P0) may be
visited by the orbits. The orbits under f are repelled by x∗0 and x
∗
1, and they travel in an
erratic manner in the interval [0, 1].
4.5.2 Region 2 (v1 ≤ v2; w1 ≥ w2)
Neither forward nor backward overtaking can happen after a transient period in this region.
This leads to the following lemma.







xk, xk ∈ [0, 1]. (4.3)
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
A fixed point x∗ in this region is attracting because |f ′(x∗)| = β/α < 1 as the Stability
Condition (4.1) always holds in this region (except for v1 = v2 and w1 = w2 in which case
|f ′(x∗)| = 1 and x∗ becomes neutral [19]). Figure 4.4 shows an example of the map in this
region. Since x∗ is attracting, xk → x∗ as k →∞.
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Figure 4.4: The map f(xk) in Region 2 with v1 = 1.1, w1 = 2, v2 = 3, and w2 = 1.
4.5.3 Region 3 (v1 ≤ v2; w1 < w2)
In this region only backward overtaking can occur after a transient period. In Figure 4.2
the Stability Condition (4.1) holds only in the northwest half of this quadrant.






























k, if xk ∈ (Ps−1, Ps],


















Proof. See Appendix A.3.
Note that the indexing of Ps is the reverse of that of Pr in Region 1. This is because in
Region 3 (as we show in the Appendix) if xk ∈ (Ps−1, Ps] then there will be s backward
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Figure 4.5: The map f(xk) in Region 3 is plotted with different values of v1. In both
graphs w1 = 1, v2 = 3, and w2 = 2. The top graph shows the map when v1 = 1.1 and so
the Stability Condition (4.1) holds; and the bottom graph shows the map when v1 = 1.8
and so the Stability Condition is violated.
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overtakings before the (k + 1)st hand-off. Thus, Ps increases as s increases. On the other
hand, in Region 1 each subinterval [Pr, Pr−1) corresponds to r forward overtakings. Thus,
Pr decreases as r increases in Region 1.
The map in Region 3 is piecewise linear with s+1 discontinuities. Figure 4.5 shows the
map with two different values of v1, while other velocities are fixed. The top graph shows
the map when the Stability Condition (4.1) holds. Note that there exists a unique fixed
point x∗0 ≈ 0.3 that is attracting because |f
′(x∗0)| = β/α < 1. The bottom graph shows
the case when the Stability Condition is violated. In addition to x∗0 ≈ 0.3, there is another
fixed point x∗1 ≈ 0.7. Both fixed points are repelling because |f
′(x∗0)| = |f
′(x∗1)| = β/α > 1.
Furthermore, we have the following observation.
Observation 4.2. Except for the initial hand-off, all hand-offs in Region 3 occur in the





In Figure 4.5 the function f has only one discontinuity at P0 separating the horizontal axis
into two intervals [0, P0] and (P0, 1]. When the Stability Condition (4.1) holds HU < P0.
Thus, in the top graph of Figure 4.5 the orbits under f are confined in the interval [0, P0].
Since x∗0 is attracting, x
k → x∗0 as k →∞. On the other hand, when the Stability Condition
is violated HU ≥ P0. Thus, in the bottom graph of Figure 4.5 the interval (P0, 1] may be
visited by the orbits. The orbits under f are repelled by x∗0 and x
∗
1, and they travel in an
erratic manner in the interval [0, 1].
4.5.4 Region 4 (v1 > v2; w1 < w2)
The dynamics of two-worker bucket brigades in this region are more complicated than that
of other regions because both forward and backward overtakings are possible in this region.
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Let Z+ be the set of nonnegative integers. Furthermore, let (a, b) denote an ordered pair,
where a, b ∈ Z+.
Definition 4.4. For any nonnegative integers a, b, c, and d, we say (a, b) is pairwise
smaller than (c, d) if and only if a < c and b < d.
Definition 4.5. For a set S of ordered pairs of nonnegative integers, an ordered pair
(a, b) ∈ S is pairwise minimal in S if and only if (a, b) is pairwise smaller than (c, d),
for all (c, d) ∈ S\{(a, b)}.
For any xk ∈ [0, 1], the location of the (k+1)st hand-off (if there is one) is determined by















, r, s ∈ Z+
}
.
The map in this region is constructed in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose P (xk) is nonempty for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The map xk+1 = f(xk)










xk, xk ∈ [0, 1]; (4.5)
where (r∗, s∗) is pairwise minimal in the set P (xk).
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
Note that in the above lemma we rule out the cases when P (xk) is empty for some xk ∈
[0, 1]. These cases correspond to the situations in which there will be no hand-offs after
the kth hand-off. In Equation (4.5) r∗ and s∗ depend on the value of xk. Given xk
we determine xk+1 by finding (r∗, s∗) that is pairwise minimal in the set P (xk). This is
equivalent to solving an integer program subject to the polyhedron that defines the set
P (xk). As a result, the map f(xk) in this region cannot be expressed in closed form as
a piecewise linear function of xk as in other regions. However, the function f(xk) can be
proved to be piecewise linear.
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Figure 4.6: The map f(xk) in Region 4 with v1 = 4, w1 = 1, v2 = 3, and w2 = 2. There
are two repelling fixed points.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose P (xk) is nonempty for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The map f(xk) for
the two-worker system in Region 4 is piecewise linear with a finite number of points of
discontinuity of f and f ′. Furthermore, except for the points of discontinuity, f ′ = −βα .
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
We plot the map numerically in Figure 4.6. There are two fixed points x∗0 ≈ 0.4 and
x∗1 ≈ 0.8. Both are repelling because |f
′(x∗0)| = |f
′(x∗1)| = β/α > 1 as the Stability
Condition (4.1) is always violated in this region.
4.5.5 Asymptotic behavior













The asymptotic behavior of the two-worker bucket brigade depends on how we index the
workers given their forward and backward velocities. It was shown in [11] that when the
Stability Condition (4.1) holds the system converges to a unique fixed point. Here, we
show that if the Stability Condition is strongly violated then the system converges to a
chaotic attractor. Before we present this result let us introduce some terminology.
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Definition 4.6. The function f is piecewise smooth [2] if f(x), f ′(x), and f ′′(x) are
continuous and bounded for all x ∈ [0, 1] except at a finite number of points.
Definition 4.7. The function f is piecewise expanding [2] if |f ′(x)| > 1, for all x ∈ J ,
where J = {x : x ∈ [0, 1], f ′(x) exists}.
Definition 4.8. The points in the set [0, 1]\J are called the points of discontinuity [25].
Theorem 4.1. Suppose P (xk) is nonempty for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., in Region 4. If the
Stability Condition (4.1) is strongly violated, then the map f of the two-worker system is
piecewise smooth and piecewise expanding.
Proof. Since the Stability Condition (4.1) always holds in Region 2, we only need to
consider Regions 1, 3, and 4. According to Lemmas 4.3, 4.5, and 4.7, if 1/v1 − 1/w1 <
1/v2− 1/w2 (the Stability Condition is strongly violated) the map f in each of the regions
considered is piecewise smooth and piecewise expanding.
Li and Yorke (see Theorem 1 of [25]) proved that if a function (that maps an interval
into itself) is piecewise smooth and piecewise expanding with d < ∞ points of disconti-
nuity, then there exist m chaotic attractors, where m ≤ d. Each chaotic attractor can be
described by a density function. Applying Theorem 1 of [25] on the two-worker system
leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose P (xk) is nonempty for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., in Region 4. If the
Stability Condition (4.1) is strongly violated, then there exist a collection of sets L1, . . . , Lm
and a set of density functions {p1, . . . , pm} such that
1. Li
⋂
Lj contains at most a finite number of points when i 6= j;
2. each Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is a finite union of disjoint, closed intervals;
3. each Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, contains at least one point of discontinuity in its interior; thus,
if there are d points of discontinuity, then m ≤ d;
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pi(x) dx = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Finally, Theorem 2 of [25] guarantees that the orbit of almost every x ∈ [0, 1] under a
piecewise smooth, piecewise expanding map converges to a chaotic attractor. Applying
Theorem 2 of [25] on the two-worker system leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Suppose P (xk) is nonempty for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., in Region 4. If the
Stability Condition (4.1) is strongly violated, then for almost every x ∈ [0, 1], the orbit of
x under f converges to Li for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
In Figure 4.2 the Stability Condition (4.1) holds above the diagonal line where the
system converges to a unique fixed point. Workers should be indexed such that the system
falls into this domain. On the other hand, the Stability Condition is violated below the
diagonal line. The system behaves chaotically in this domain and therefore, it should be
avoided.
4.6 Transition from stability to chaos
Figure 4.7 shows the orbit diagram [19] of the two-worker system. We fix the values of
w1, v2, and w2 at 1, 3, and 2 respectively, and record the orbits under f with different values
of v1. The horizontal axis corresponds to the velocity v1 and the vertical axis corresponds
to the hand-off locations x. For each v1 we begin from x
0 = 0 and plot the subsequent xk,
after 10,000 iterations, vertically above the corresponding v1. Note that as v1 increases
from 1 to 10 the system moves horizontally from Region 3 to Region 4 in Figure 4.2.




1 ≡ (1/v2 − 1/w2 + 1/w1)
−1 = 1.2, the system is in the
unshaded area of Region 3 in which the Stability Condition (4.1) holds. There is a unique,
attracting fixed point x∗0 with |f
′(x∗0)| < 1. All orbits converge to the fixed point x
∗
0. The
fixed point x∗0 becomes neutral when v1 = 1.2 at which |f
′(x∗0)| = 1, and the Stability
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Figure 4.7: Orbit diagram: The hand-off locations between the 10, 000th and 11, 000th
hand-offs are plotted with different values of v1 while other velocities are fixed (w1 = 1, v2 =
3, and w2 = 2).
Condition (4.1) becomes violated. The orbit of x0(6= x∗0) under f converges to a period-2
orbit (not shown in Figure 4.7). The locations of the period-2 points depend on x0.
When v1 > 1.2, x
∗
0 becomes a repelling fixed point because |f
′(x∗0)| > 1. According
to Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4, an orbit under f converges to a chaotic attractor that consists
of a number of disjoint subintervals in [0, 1]. Figure 4.8 shows the density distribution
of a chaotic attractor under a map f in Region 3 with v1 = 1.8, w1 = 1, v2 = 3, and
w2 = 2. This map is shown in the bottom graph of Figure 4.5. To create Figure 4.8 the
interval [0, 1] is first evenly divided into a number of small, non-intersecting subintervals.
The density distribution is then generated by plotting the frequency at which the orbit of
x0 = 0 visits each of these small subintervals. Since the function f has only one point of
discontinuity (see the bottom graph of Figure 4.5), Condition 3 of Corollary 4.3 leads to
the following observation.
Observation 4.3. For almost every x0 ∈ [0, 1], the orbit of x0 under the map f , shown
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Figure 4.8: The density distribution of the chaotic attractor (generated by frequency
plot) under the map shown in the bottom graph of Figure 4.5 (which corresponds to a
two-worker system in Region 3)










Figure 4.9: The density distribution of the chaotic attractor (generated by frequency
plot) under the map shown in Figure 4.6 (which corresponds to a two-worker system in
Region 4)
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in the bottom graph of Figure 4.5, converges to the same chaotic attractor with the density
distribution shown in Figure 4.8.
There is a “white curve” embedded approximately in the range 0.7 ≤ x ≤ 0.85 that is
not covered by the orbits under f in Figure 4.7. This curve reflects the new repelling fixed
point x∗1 ≈ 0.7 in the bottom graph of Figure 4.5. Furthermore, as stated in Observation 4.2
the hand-off locations in Region 3 are bounded in the range [0, HU ], where HU = (1/v2 +
1/w2)/(1/v1 + 1/w2). Note that HU → 1 as v1 → v2 = 3, in agreement with the orbit
diagram.
When v1 > 3, we move into Region 4 where the Stability Condition (4.1) is always
violated. Figure 4.9 shows the density distribution of a chaotic attractor under a map in
Region 4 with v1 = 4, w1 = 1, v2 = 3, and w2 = 2. This map is shown in Figure 4.6. The
density distribution is generated by frequency plot with x0 = 0. Note that the map f in
Figure 4.6 has three points of discontinuity, and all points of discontinuity are contained
in the interior of some subintervals where p > 0 in Figure 4.9. Condition 3 of Corollary 4.3
leads to the following observation.
Observation 4.4. For almost every x0 ∈ [0, 1], the orbit of x0 under the map f , shown
in Figure 4.6, converges to the same chaotic attractor with the density distribution shown
in Figure 4.9.
4.7 How bad is chaos?
How severely does chaotic behavior affect the performance of a bucket brigade? Is every
point in the shaded area in Figure 4.2 “equally chaotic”? To answer these questions
we computed the square coefficient of variation (SCV) of inter-completion (or sometimes
called inter-departure) times on a grid of points on Figure 4.2. We focus on the inter-
completion times because they directly affect the processes downstream from the assembly
line. Figure 4.10 shows a surface plot of the SCV of inter-completion times. We begin from
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Figure 4.10: A surface plot of the SCV of inter-completion times is viewed from Region
3 to Region 1 (left). The surface plot is viewed from the top (right).
v1 = 1/2, w1 = 1/2, v2 = 3, and w2 = 2, and gradually decrease v2 and w2. The SCV is
equal to 0 in the domain above the diagonal axis of Figure 4.2 because the system converges
to a fixed point and the inter-completion time converges to a constant. However, different
areas in the domain below the diagonal axis, where the system behaves chaotically, give
rise to different levels of variability. The highest SCV is approximately equal to 0.9, which
occurs in the vicinity along the diagonal axis and the axis 1/w2 − 1/w1 = −(1/v2 − 1/v1).
The inter-completion time is more sensitive to the hand-off location here in the sense that
a slightly different hand-off location may result in a very different inter-completion time.
Thus, the system generates high variability in inter-completion time in this vicinity.
We have shown that the two-worker system may behave chaotically and have found
where to expect the variability caused by the chaotic dynamics to be severe. Now, we
demonstrate that the inter-completion times become more variable when there are more
workers on the line. Consider a chaotic bucket brigade assembly line with n workers. Since
workers are not blocked, the long-run average throughput of the line is
∑n
i=1 1/(1/vi +
1/wi). Figure 4.11 shows the SCV of inter-completion times as a function of n based on
simulations with vi = n− 0.1× (i− 1), wi = 3, for i = 1, . . . , n. The SCV increases with n.
This suggests that every time we add a worker into an already chaotic line, more variability
is induced by the dynamics of the system. The negative effect of the chaotic dynamics
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Figure 4.11: The SCV of inter-completion times increases with the number of workers in
a chaotic bucket brigade assembly line.
becomes more prominent when we have more workers on the line.
How does a bucket brigade assembly line that is deterministic but chaotic compare to
an assembly line that is truly random? Consider the performance of the same group of
workers on another assembly line in which each worker works independently from others.
Let the time to complete an item by worker i be exponentially distributed with rate
1/(1/vi +1/wi). Also assume that when a worker finishes an item, it takes negligible time
to start a new item. The expected throughput of this stochastic assembly line is equal to
the long-run average throughput of the chaotic bucket brigade. Due to the memoryless
property of the exponential distribution, the inter-completion times of the stochastic line
are also exponentially distributed with rate
∑n
i=1 1/(1/vi + 1/wi) and the SCV of inter-
completion times of the stochastic line is 1. Comparing this result with the example in
Figure 4.11, we see that the variability of the chaotic bucket brigade is greater than that
of the stochastic line when n ≥ 3. This demonstrates that a deterministic manufacturing
system under an improper configuration may have higher variability of output than that
of a random system in which products cannot remember the work invested in them!
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Figure 4.12: The maximum inventory in both buffers increases with n, however, the
maximum inventory in BL increases with a much higher rate.
To illustrate the corrupting influence of an improperly configured bucket brigade, con-
sider an assembly system in which two assembly lines L and R merge at a point O. Each
line produces a subcomponent and completed instances of these subcomponents are com-
bined to produce the final product at O. A buffer BL (BR) is located at the end of line L
(R). When an item from line L (R) is completed it is combined with an item from buffer
BR (BL) if BR (BL) is not empty. Otherwise, it is stored in buffer BL (BR). Assume
that each line runs a bucket brigade with n workers and the team on line L is identical
to the team on line R. Furthermore, assume that Stability Condition (4.1) is violated on
line L but it holds on line R. Figure 4.12 shows the maximum inventory in each buffer
as a function of n. For each n we perform a simulation with 10,000 final items produced
and the maximum inventory of each buffer is recorded. The maximum inventory in both
buffers increases with n, however, the maximum inventory in BL increases with a much
higher rate. This is due to the fact that the chaotic bucket brigade on line L can produce
many items in a very short time while buffer BR is empty. As a result, the inventory in
BL can reach a high level before it is cleared. Apparently, this can be avoided and no




From the management point of view we want the Stability Condition (4.1) to hold so that
the system converges to a fixed point with regular production. We can achieve this by
indexing the workers in the correct order. The Stability Condition (4.1) can be interpreted
as: the worker who is less slowed by work should be downstream.
An interesting property of this generalized model is the capacity of exhibiting chaotic
behavior. Even in the simplest case with only two workers, the dynamics of the system
can be nontrivial and may induce large variability. This demonstrates that the variability
caused by the dynamics of a purely deterministic system can be so large that the output
is effectively random. Different areas in the chaotic domain in Figure 4.2 give rise to
different levels of variability. Furthermore, the effects of the chaotic dynamics become
more prominent when there are more workers on the line.
Figure 4.2 summarizes the dynamics of the two-worker system. Given the velocities of
the workers, we can tell the dynamics and predict the asymptotic behavior of the system
by identifying which part of the figure the system is located. We even know how the
asymptotic behavior changes as the system shifts from one part of the figure to another
when the velocities change (which may be due to learning effect).
If, for some reasons, the system cannot satisfy the Stability Condition and chaotic
behavior is inevitable, then Figures 4.8 and 4.9 are useful in designing a bucket brigade
assembly line. They suggest that there exist some subintervals on the assembly line where
hand-offs will never occur (or occur with very low density). On the other hand, there exist
some subintervals with very high density. We can design the assembly line so that the
work content that does not facilitate hand-offs falls within those subintervals with zero or
low density, but not those with high density.
Some interesting questions remain. Where exactly is a chaotic attractor located on an
assembly line? Can the density functions shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 be determined in
closed form? How can we recognize chaotic behavior on an assembly line in real life?
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Chapter 5
Bucket Brigades with Multiple
Job Sources: A Case Study
The bucket brigade protocol can be adapted to an order-picking operation where jobs
arrive arbitrarily in time and are introduced into the system at various points along the
flow line. We perform computer simulations based on data from a distribution center and
compare the adapted bucket brigade protocol with the current order-picking practice at
the distribution center.
5.1 Introduction
Order-picking is very labor intensive and it typically accounts for significant operating
cost within a warehouse. As a result, the management of a warehouse often wants to fully
utilize its picking capacity while ensuring the speed and accuracy of delivery. This leads
to the question of how to dispatch order pickers in the warehouse so that the order-picking
operates in the most efficient and cost effective way.
Many warehouses adopt the zone-picking protocol in which every worker is restricted
to a rigid section of storage area in a warehouse. This approach cannot achieve effective
sharing of work among workers (thus, it does not fully utilize the warehouse’s picking
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capacity) because it does not facilitate workers from different sections to help each other.
Furthermore, given the vicissitudes of demand it is impossible to balance the work load on
each worker in a timely manner. Thus, under zone-picking different workers are generally
not utilized to the same level.
Recently, Bartholdi and Eisenstein introduced the bucket brigade protocol [9, 12] for
order-picking in which each worker is allowed to move to any pick location. This protocol
facilitates workers sharing the work load and has been shown to be more effective than
zone-picking in many circumstances [9, 12]. A comparison of bucket brigades and zone-
picking can be found in [12, 13].
Here, we study a distribution center to investigate the potential of bucket brigades for
its order-picking operation. In this particular case, customer orders arrive randomly in
time and are released into the system at various locations along a flow line. Besides fully
utilizing its picking capacity, the distribution center has other goals such as minimizing
both the time to fulfill an order and the work to consolidate orders at downstream from
order-picking. We adapt the bucket brigade protocol to this environment and compare the
performance of different configurations of bucket brigades with zone-picking by running
computer simulations based on daily data.
5.2 Order-picking at the distribution center
The distribution center studied here is a leading worldwide distributor of tools and service
parts. It supplies products to industrial and large commercial facilities worldwide. The
company has been in business for more than ninety-five years and specializes in quick and
accurate delivery.
Customer orders are received at the distribution center via phone calls, e-mails, and its
business website twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. Orders are picked between
8:30 AM and 6:20 PM during an operational day. Orders that arrive after the operational
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Figure 5.1: The layout of an aisle (not to scale)
during the operational hours (between 8:30 AM and 6:20 PM) are released every five
minutes for picking to ensure quick response and therefore, are not batched with many
other orders. Furthermore, customer orders are typically small (with an average of less
than three items per order). As a result the order-picking at the distribution center is a
low-density order-picking operation — workers must walk considerable distance between
picks.
The pick module of the distribution center for broken-case picking consists of three
levels. We call each level an aisle. The layout of an aisle is shown in Figure 5.1. Each
aisle operates independently from others and this allows us to focus our study on a single
aisle. On each aisle a central conveyor runs from North to South, splitting the aisle into
two sides. There are rows emanating from each side of the conveyor. Each row consists of
a sequence of bin shelves, which stand side by side in a row perpendicular to the conveyor.
The rows are numbered from North to South ranging from 1 to 123 on the West side, and
ranging from 201 to 323 on the East side. The rows are aligned so that there is a sub-aisle
in every other row. These sub-aisles are for workers to retrieve and restock stock-keeping-
units (SKUs) on the bin shelves. Furthermore, each row is partitioned into sections of
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Figure 5.2: The number of pick-lines per order is typically small. Eighty percent of orders
contain only 3 pick-lines or fewer. The average is 2.18 pick-lines per order and the median
is 1 pick-line per order.
shelving. The sections are numbered sequentially from 1 (nearest to the conveyor) to 20
(farthest from the conveyor).
An order is a list of SKUs to be picked for a single customer. Each SKU is represented
by a pick-line, which includes the location of the SKU on the aisle. Multiple pick-lines are
used if more than one piece is requested for a SKU. Orders are released for picking through
printers located along each side of the conveyor. Figure 5.2 shows a typical distribution of
orders on an aisle over different numbers of pick-lines. As shown in Figure 5.2 customer
orders are typically “small”. Eighty percent of orders contain only 3 pick-lines or fewer.
The average is 2.18 pick-lines per order and the median is 1 pick-line per order.
Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of demand over time. The demand peaks, on average,
at 9:00 AM and 2:00 PM during an operational day. Note that customer orders arrive
twenty-four hours a day even though the order-picking operates only about ten hours a
day. To ensure quick delivery customer orders are batched and released for picking every
five minutes within the ten hours of operation.
Figure 5.4 shows the average distribution of pick-lines for a day over an aisle. Since
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Figure 5.3: The average demand peaks at 9:00 AM and 2:00 PM during a day.
SKUs are stored along each side of the conveyor according to product type (for example,
all drill bits are located together) the distribution of pick-lines along each side of the
conveyor is, in general, not uniform. On the other hand, SKUs within a row are stored
according to popularity. That is, the most popular SKUs are stored close to the start of
the row. Figure 5.5 shows the average distribution of pick-lines for a day along a row.
Eighty percent of picks within a row are from the first 7 sections of shelving. On average,
a worker travels only about 4/20 = 20% of the length of a row. The median travel distance
into a row is 3 sections of shelving.
5.3 Issues faced by the distribution center
The distribution center currently adopts a zone-picking protocol for the order-picking
operation on each aisle. Each side of the conveyor is partitioned into three contiguous
sections called zones, such as shown in Figure 5.6. A printer is installed at the center of
each zone and it prints pick-lines only for SKUs located within the zone. An order that
requests SKUs in different zones is split into several pick-lists, each of which is printed
by one printer. Pick-lists for the same order are released simultaneously and are picked
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Figure 5.4: The average distribution of pick-lines for a day on the East side (top) and
the West side (bottom) of an aisle
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Figure 5.5: Eighty percent of picks within a row are from the first 7 sections of shelving.
On average, a worker travels only about 4/20 = 20% of the length of a row. The median
of travel distance into a row is 3 sections of shelving.
independently. When all pick-lists for an order have been picked they are consolidated in
a separate area, downstream from order-picking.
Each worker is assigned to a zone and is responsible for picks within the zone. However,
a zone may be staffed with several workers. When there are pick-lists available at a printer
a worker takes several of them and proceeds to pick the SKUs on the pick-lists. The worker
puts the retrieved items into totes, which he slides along the passive lane of the conveyor
while “assembling” his pick-lists. When a pick-list is completed the worker puts the tote(s)
containing its retrieved items onto the powered portion of the conveyor, which brings them
to a separate area for consolidating and then shipping. When the worker finishes all his
pick-lists he returns to the printer for more work. If there are no pick-lists available at the
printer the worker becomes idle and he may help his colleagues in other zones in some ad
hoc manner, or he may use this time to do restocking or cleaning.
The management of the distribution center is concerned with the following issues.
1. Cycle time: The most important concern of the distribution center is the cycle
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Figure 5.6: Under zone-picking each worker picks SKUs located within his assigned zone.
A printer is located at the center of each zone to print pick-lists.
and the time when it is completed and ready for shipping. The managers of the
distribution center strive to reduce the average cycle time per order as much as
possible to ensure quick delivery.
2. Labor in order-picking: The distribution center also keeps the labor involved in
order-picking as low as possible. Currently, there are 14, 9, and 9 workers in the first,
second, and third aisles respectively. The management would like to fully utilize the
current capacity in order-picking.
3. Work in sortation and consolidation: Another concern is to minimize the
work to sort and consolidate any split orders. Sortation and consolidation are done
in a separate area of the warehouse, downstream from order-picking. Minimizing the
work in sortation and consolidation will reduce the average cycle time of an order.
Apparently, the first two issues conflict with each other. Increasing the labor in order-
picking will help shorten the average cycle time of an order. However, the management
would like to keep the cost of labor in order-picking low. On the other hand, reducing the
work in sortation and consolidation will help shorten the average cycle time.
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5.4 Order-picking by bucket brigades
We investigate the potential of bucket brigades in order-picking at the distribution center
with respect to the issues discussed in the previous section: (1) average cycle time per
order; (2) labor in order-picking; and (3) work in sorting and consolidating split orders.
The model introduced in [11] and further discussed in Chapter 4 is suitable for the
order-picking operation at the distribution center because workers can pass each other on
an aisle in the distribution center. Furthermore, in the low-density order-picking at the
distribution center the time to walk back to get more work is not significantly less than
the time to work forward to pick a few SKUs. We adapt the model discussed in Chapter 4
to the case of the distribution center.
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Figure 5.7: A single bucket brigade is formed across the aisle. No orders will be split as
orders are progressively assembled by workers along the entire flow line.
We first form a single bucket brigade across the entire aisle. The flow line is illustrated
in Figure 5.7. The line begins from row 323 (East side of the aisle), passes through row 201,
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continues on row 1 (West side of the aisle), and terminates at row 123. The flow line is a
“U-shaped” line that runs around the central conveyor. An advantage of forming a single
bucket brigade is that each order can be progressively assembled by workers along the
flow line, which covers the entire aisle. Thus, no orders will be split within an aisle. This
eliminates the work to sort and consolidate split orders within an aisle (though a customer
order may be split among aisles because aisles operate independently). However, as shown
in Figure 5.7, each of the orders that request SKUs from both sides of the conveyor must
be carried at least 10 additional feet from one side to the other side of the conveyor. This
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Figure 5.8: Two independent bucket brigades are formed across the aisle. An order
requesting SKUs from both sides of the conveyor will be split into two pick-lists, each of
which will be picked by a bucket brigade.
To avoid the extra travel incurred in the previous configuration one can run two inde-
pendent bucket brigades, each of which covers one side of the conveyor. Figure 5.8 shows
the configuration with two bucket brigades on an aisle. Let BB 1 and BB 2 denote the
bucket brigades on the West and East sides of the aisle respectively. Since these bucket
brigades operate independently an order requesting SKUs from both sides of the conveyor
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will be split into two pick-lists, each of which will be picked by a bucket brigade.
Since the pick density is low, workers walk considerable distance between picks. In other
words, workers travel through significant “dead space” along the aisle. A worker picks up
pick-lists from a printer and proceeds to the first SKU to be picked. The distance between
the printer and the first pick is considered as dead space. Furthermore, the distance
between two successive picks is also considered as dead space. Zone-picking reduces dead
space by splitting each order into multiple pick-lists. However, this incurs extra work in
sortation and consolidation. On the other hand, running bucket brigades reduces the work
in sortation and consolidation but incurs more dead space in the order-picking operation.
Thus, the question is how to trade off the two conflicting factors: dead space in the order-
picking operation versus work in sortation and consolidation.
We will run one and two bucket brigades over the entire aisle and compare their per-
formance with zone-picking through computer simulations based on the customer order
data from the distribution center.
5.4.2 Where to release orders?
When a single bucket brigade is formed across the entire aisle no orders will be split. Thus,
a pick-list contains all the SKUs requested by an order. SKUs on a pick-list are picked
successively in a sequence according to the direction of the flow line shown in Figure 5.7.
Pick-lists are released through printers located along each side of the conveyor. Cus-
tomer orders for the distribution center are very variable in quantity and location. Some
orders can be completed within the first few rows, while others require a complete traver-
sal of the aisle. Similarly, the variability in orders means that some orders require picking
within the first few rows, while others have no picks until the last few rows.
To reduce dead space, a pick-list is released through the nearest printer upstream from
the first pick of the pick-list. When a worker walks back to get more work, he takes the
first work he encounters. The first work could be either the work carried by his co-worker,
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or paper pick-lists at a printer. This scheme helps reduce travel, because workers do not
have to walk all the way back to the start of the line to get more work and then have to
walk forward to his first pick.
For the configuration with two bucket brigades on an aisle, a pick-list covers only SKUs
on one side of the conveyor. SKUs on a pick-list are picked successively in a sequence
according to the directions of flow lines shown in Figure 5.8. Similar to the previous
configuration, a pick-list is released through the nearest printer upstream from the first
pick of the pick-list.






















Figure 5.9: Each worker in a bucket brigade flow line is assigned a primary printer. A
worker picks only SKUs downstream from his primary printer.
The bucket brigade protocol proposed in [11] requires each worker (after relinquishing
his work) to walk back until he encounters a co-worker or reaches the start of the line.
Since orders are batched and released every five minutes, workers may become idle when
all orders (for a particular batch) are picked before the release of the next batch of orders.
Consequently, any workers may wait beside the printer at the start of the line for the next
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batch of pick-lists. (The wait is at most five minutes long because pick-lists are released
every five minutes.) New pick-lists may only emerge from a printer located downstream
from the workers. Then, workers must walk forward to the printer to get new work. This
creates unnecessary travel.
A way to overcome this problem is to “station” some workers at each printer when the
system is idle so that when new pick-lists emerge from a printer, there will be some workers
to pick them right away. We assign a primary printer to each worker. The primary printer
of a worker is the first printer that the worker is responsible for picking up pick-lists along
the flow line. In other words, a worker is only responsible for any SKUs downstream from
his primary printer. When a worker is idle he will wait at his primary printer.
Figure 5.9 shows an example of two bucket brigades formed on an aisle. Each bucket
brigade is formed on one side of the conveyor and contains only three workers. There
are three printers located along each side of the conveyor. In this example a printer is
assigned arbitrarily as primary printer to each worker. For instance, printer A on the
West is assigned to worker 1, and printer B’ on the East is assigned to worker 2’. Note
that a printer can be assigned as primary printer to more than one worker on a bucket
brigade flow line (although each printer is assigned to exactly one worker in this example).
5.4.4 Extended bucket brigade protocol
Since pick-lists are released into a bucket brigade flow line through multiple printers, we
need to extend the bucket brigade protocol in [11] to cope with this additional complica-
tion. Furthermore, at any instant in time a worker may carry some unpicked pick-lines
and/or some retrieved physical items. An unpicked pick-line and a retrieved physical item
are indistinguishable when workers follow the extended protocol. Thus, in the following
description an item refers to either an unpicked pick-line or a retrieved physical item.
We index workers in a bucket brigade from 1 to n. Each worker i in the bucket brigade
follows the rules stated in Table 5.1. Under these rules workers are not restricted to a
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Table 5.1: The Bucket Brigade Rules determine what each worker i should do. Under
these revised rules workers are not restricted to a fixed sequence along the line.
Forward Rule:
• When you carry some items, work forward until one of the following cases
occurs:
1. Your items are handed off to a co-worker, in which case follow the
Backward Rule.
2. You have completed and put all your items on the powered conveyor,
in which case follow the Backward Rule.
• When you do not carry any item, go forward until one of the following cases
occurs:
1. There are no pick-lists available at any of the printers ahead of you, in
which case follow the Backward Rule.
2. You meet a worker k > i walking back, in which case follow the Back-
ward Rule.
3. You reach a printer where there is at least one pick-list available, in
which case pick up the pick-list(s) and follow the Forward Rule.
Backward Rule:
• Walk back until one of the following cases occurs:
1. You encounter a worker j < i working forward with items, in which
case take over his items and follow the Forward Rule.
2. You encounter a worker j < i going forward without items, in which
case follow the Forward Rule.
3. You reach a printer where there is at least one pick-list available, in
which case pick up the pick-list(s) and follow the Forward Rule.
4. You reach your primary printer and there are no pick-lists there, in
which case wait until there are pick-lists available from your primary
printer or from any of the printers downstream from you, then follow
the Forward Rule.
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fixed sequence along the line. We assume that workers are aware of the availability of
pick-lists at each printer. This can be accomplished by installing a light at each printer
that is turned on when there is at least one pick-list at the printer.
5.5 Performance measures
Some aspects of the problem faced by the distribution center can be captured by measuring
the following variables in the computer simulations. These variables reflect (to a certain
degree) the issues described in Section 5.3.
1. Flow time: Define the flow time of an order as the duration between the moment
when the order is released to the distribution center and the moment when its last
SKU is picked and put onto the powered conveyor. This does not include the travel
time to the sorting and consolidating area, the time to sort and consolidate picked
items if the order is split, and the travel time to the shipping department (all these
measures are beyond the scope of our simulations). If an order is not split, minimizing
its flow time is almost equivalent to minimizing its cycle time (neglecting the effect
of travel time to downstream from order-picking).
2. Travel by workers: Workers walk considerable distance between picks in the
distribution center. The more travel involved in order-picking the more labor we
need to ensure quick delivery. As a result, travel must be reduced to keep the labor
involved in order-picking low.
3. Work-in-process (WIP): Define the WIP on an aisle at any instant in time as
the number of incomplete orders on the aisle. This includes the paper pick-lists (new
orders) at the printers as well as orders being assembled by the workers. We want
the WIP level as low as possible because high WIP level induces more errors, which
delay the departure of orders.
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4. Work-in-consolidation (WIC): If two bucket brigades or zone-picking are run
on an aisle, some orders will be split into several pick-lists and different pick-lists
are picked independently. When all the SKUs on the same pick-list are picked they
are carried by the powered conveyor to an area for consolidation. These SKUs are
stored in that area until they are consolidated and shipped with all other SKUs from
other pick-lists for the same order. Define the WIC of an aisle at any instant in time
as the number of retrieved items (retrieved pick-lines) from the aisle that are stored
in the consolidation area. The WIC level estimates the space and labor required to
sort and consolidate split orders.
5.6 Effects of number of printers
The dead space incurred in order-picking may be reduced if more printers are distributed
across the aisle. This is because pick-lists are released, on average, at locations closer to
their SKUs if more printers are installed and are properly located on the aisle. This helps
reduce the time to complete a pick-list. Thus, a way to reduce the average flow time of an
order is to install more printers across the aisle.
We examine the effects of the number of printers on an aisle, through simulations, on
the following three order-picking policies:
1. one bucket brigade across the entire aisle (see Figure 5.7);
2. two bucket brigades, each on one side of the conveyor (see Figure 5.8);
3. zone-picking, each side of the conveyor is covered by an equal number of zones (see
Figure 5.6).
There are 14 workers on the aisle (this is the number of workers on the first aisle in
the distribution center currently). We make the following assumption on the workers in
the simulations.
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Assumption 5.1. Each worker i has a constant work (forward) velocity vi and a constant
walk-back (backward) velocity wi.
We set the walk-back velocity of each worker to be 3 feet/second. To capture the difference
in experience of workers, we set the work velocity (in feet/second) of a worker to be a
constant randomly drawn from the interval [3, 3.6]. The work velocity of a worker is set
to be slightly higher than his walk-back velocity because, according to the management
of the distribution center, workers like to spend more time (to have some break) to walk
back for more work.
We also make the following assumption on the time spent by a worker in a sub-aisle to
retrieve an item.
Assumption 5.2. It takes a constant amount of time to retrieve an SKU from a sub-aisle.
Based on a simple survey in the distribution center, this duration is set to be 8.8 seconds.
All workers belong to the same team when a single bucket brigade is formed across
the aisle. When two bucket brigades are formed on the aisle, each brigade has 7 workers.
Workers in a bucket brigade with n workers are indexed so that v1 ≤ v2 ≤ . . . ≤ vn.
Within a bucket brigade each printer could serve as the primary printer of several workers.
Workers are assigned as evenly as possible to the printers. Furthermore, workers with
higher index are assigned to printers downstream of the line. Similarly, for zone-picking
workers are assigned as evenly as possible to the zones. We assume that each time a worker
takes as many pick-lists as possible (as long as they are available) up to b pick-lists from a
printer. Here, we set b = 6 and we will investigate the effects when b is set to other values
in the next section.
Figure 5.10 shows the average flow time per order (in minutes), under different order-
picking policies, with different numbers of printers on the aisle. The number of printers
varies from 2 to 14 (which equals the number of workers on the aisle). For each number
of printers, we enumerate all possible printer locations for each policy and select the set
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Figure 5.10: The average flow time of an order decreases with the number of printers on
the aisle.
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Figure 5.11: The mean and variance of flow time per order decrease with the number of
printers.
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of printer locations that gives the lowest average flow time per order. This set of printer
locations could be different for different policies. Apparently, for each policy, the average
flow time per order decreases as the number of printers on the aisle increases. For a
given number of printers, zone-picking gives the lowest average flow time among all the
policies, followed by the policy with two bucket brigades. Figure 5.11 shows the flow time
distributions with different numbers of printers under the policy of single bucket brigade.
The mean and variance of flow time per order decrease with the number of printers. Similar
results are found for two bucket brigades and zone-picking.
Zone-picking outperforms bucket brigades with respect to flow time because orders
are split (if necessary) into several pick-lists, each of which is picked independently from
others. This allows workers in different zones to pick the SKUs for each split order in
parallel. However, splitting the orders causes more work in sortation and consolidation,
which delays the departure of orders. On the other hand, the single bucket brigade running
across the entire aisle progressively assembles each order. This requires no orders split
within the aisle. However, it takes a longer time to complete a pick-list (order) because
SKUs at downstream of the line are picked only after all requested SKUs at upstream have
been picked.
As shown in Figure 5.10 the performance of the policy of two bucket brigades lies
between the above two policies. It gives lower average flow time than the single bucket
brigade but requires some orders to be split into two pick-lists, each of which is picked on
one side of the conveyor. Figure 5.12 compares the percentage of split orders by two bucket
brigades with zone-picking when 14 printers are used on the aisle. As expected more orders
remain non-split when two bucket brigades are run on the aisle. Thus, running two bucket
brigades serves as a compromise between the single bucket brigade and zone-picking. It
gives lower average flow time than the single bucket brigade and splits fewer orders than
zone-picking.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the average travel per order per worker (in feet) and the av-
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Figure 5.12: As expected zone-picking splits more orders than the policy of two bucket
brigades.
































Figure 5.13: The average travel per order of a worker decreases with the number of
printers for zone-picking. However, it suddenly increases when the number of printers
reaches 8 and then continues to decrease for bucket brigades.
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Figure 5.14: The average WIP on the aisle decreases (with some small fluctuation) with
the number of printers on the aisle.
erage WIP on the aisle (in orders) respectively, under different order-picking policies, with
different numbers of printers on the aisle. The same set of printer locations for Figure 5.10
is used for each order-picking policy and each number of printers. For zone-picking the
average travel decreases with the number of printers. This confirms our previous argument
that dead space may be reduced when more printers are installed and are properly located
across the aisle. However, for bucket brigades, the average travel first decreases with the
number of printers. It then suddenly increases when the number of printers reaches 8 but
continues to decrease as the number of printers gets larger. The sudden increase in travel
is due to the bucket brigade protocol, which requires idling workers to walk forward to
printers where new pick-lists are emerging. Thus, more sources of pick-lists (printers) may
induce more travel for idling workers. Among all policies zone-picking gives the lowest
average travel, whereas the single bucket brigade requires the most travel. The average
travel by two bucket brigades lies between the above two policies.
The behavior of the average WIP under each order-picking policy is, in general, similar
to that of the average flow time. Among all policies zone-picking always results in the
lowest average WIP on the aisle for a given number of printers. This could be misleading
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Figure 5.15: Zone-picking results in higher average WIC than the policy of two bucket
brigades.
because even though it gives the lowest WIP on the aisle, zone-picking does accumulate
more WIC than bucket brigades! Figure 5.15 shows the average WIC (in items) of an
aisle by two bucket brigades and zone-picking. For two bucket brigades the average WIC
remains more or less constant as the number of printers on the aisle increases. This is
because the number of split orders does not increase with the number of printers for the
policy of two bucket brigades. However, for zone-picking the average WIC first increases
and then drops as the number of printers increases. Except for the case with only two
printers on the aisle, zone-picking gives higher average WIC than the policy of two bucket
brigades.
5.7 Effects of bucket size
Define the bucket size as the maximum number of pick-lists that a worker can carry at a
time. We assume that each time a worker takes as many pick-lists as possible (as long as
they are available) up to this number from a printer. We investigate the effects of bucket
size on all the order-picking policies discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 5.16: The average flow time of an order decreases with bucket size.

































Figure 5.17: The average travel per order of a worker decreases with bucket size.
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Figure 5.18: The average WIP on the aisle decreases (with some small fluctuation) with
bucket size.
































Figure 5.19: Zone-picking results in higher average WIC than the policy of two bucket
brigades.
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Figure 5.16 shows the average flow time per order, under different order-picking policies,
with different bucket sizes. The number of printers is set at 14, which equals the number
of workers on the aisle. In Figure 5.16 bucket size increases from 1 to 10. The average
flow time per order decreases with bucket size. Among all policies zone-picking gives the
lowest average flow time, whereas a single bucket brigade gives the highest.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the average travel per order per worker (in feet) and the
average WIP on the aisle (in orders) respectively, under different order-picking policies,
with different bucket sizes. The same set of printer locations for Figure 5.16 is used for
each order-picking policy and each bucket size. The results are similar to the average flow
time. Both average travel and WIP decrease with bucket size. Among all policies zone-
picking gives the lowest average travel and WIP, whereas a single bucket brigade gives the
highest.
Figure 5.19 shows the average WIC (in items) by two bucket brigades and zone-picking.
The average WIC remains more or less constant for both policies as the bucket size in-
creases. Zone-picking results in higher average WIC than the policy of two bucket brigades.
5.8 What is the best policy?
Table 5.2: Zone-picking gives lower values in average flow time, average travel, and average
WIP. However, it causes more orders to be split and therefore, higher average WIC. This
increases the work in sortation and consolidation.
1 bucket brigade 2 bucket brigades Zone-picking
Average flow time
per order High Intermediate Low
Average travel
per order per worker High Intermediate Low
Average
work-in-process (WIP) High Intermediate Low
Average
work-in-consolidation (WIC) No WIC Intermediate High
The overall performance of different order-picking policies in the simulations is sum-
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marized in Table 5.2. Results indicate that, independent of the number of printers and
bucket size, zone-picking always gives the lowest average flow time, average travel, and
average WIP. However, zone-picking requires more orders to be split and therefore, results
in higher WIC than bucket brigades. This increases the work in sortation and consoli-
dation. Effectively, it shifts the work load to downstream from order-picking by splitting
each order into pick-lists (if necessary) and processing the pick-lists in parallel. On the
other hand, a single bucket brigade progressively assembles each order across the entire
aisle. It does not require orders to be split. This eliminates the work in sortation and con-
solidation. However, it gives higher average flow time, average travel, and average WIP in
the order-picking operation.
Minimizing the cycle time of an order is the most important concern of the distribution
center. The cycle time of an order includes the time spent in order-picking as well as
the time for sortation and consolidation. Bucket brigades are “slow” in order-picking but
“fast” in the sorting-consolidating stage, whereas zone-picking is “fast” in order-picking but
“slow” in sortation and consolidation. Which policy should we use in order to minimize the
average cycle time of an order? Let ts−c denote the expected time to sort and consolidate
a pick-list (and its retrieved SKUs) with other pick-lists of the same order. Let Tzone be
the total time to sort and consolidate all the pick-lists of an order under zone-picking. For
example, if an order is split into 4 pick-lists then E [Tzone] = 3× ts−c. In general,
E [Tzone] = P2 × ts−c + P3 × 2ts−c + . . .+ Pm × (m− 1)ts−c;
where Pi is the probability of an order split into i pick-lists under zone-picking, and m is
the number of printers on the aisle. Let f1BB and fzone be the average flow time per order
by one bucket brigade and zone-picking respectively. Running a single bucket brigade is
preferable to zone-picking if
f1BB < fzone + E [Tzone] ;
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where t∗1BB−zone ≡ (f1BB − fzone)/ [P2 + P3 × 2 + . . .+ Pm × (m− 1)]. We call t
∗
1BB−zone
the critical sorting-consolidating time when comparing the policy of one bucket brigade
with zone-picking. Running one bucket brigade across the entire aisle is preferable to zone-
picking if the expected time ts−c to sort and consolidate a pick-list with other pick-lists of
the same order is greater than the critical sorting-consolidating time t∗1BB−zone.
Table 5.3: Comparison on the average flow time per order (in minutes) by a single bucket
brigade and zone-picking with different bucket sizes
Bucket size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
f1BB 11.73 10.79 10.41 10.22 10.07 9.99 9.92 9.84 9.81 9.77
fzone 9.67 9.54 9.44 9.36 9.31 9.30 9.26 9.25 9.23 9.23
f1BB − fzone 2.06 1.25 0.97 0.86 0.76 0.69 0.66 0.59 0.58 0.54
t∗1BB−zone 5.17 3.13 2.43 2.15 1.90 1.72 1.65 1.48 1.45 1.35
Table 5.3 compares the average flow time per order under one bucket brigade and
zone-picking with different bucket sizes. The number of printers is set at 14. Table 5.3
also shows the difference in average flow time per order f1BB − fzone and the critical
sorting-consolidating time t∗1BB−zone.
Similarly, we can determine if running two bucket brigades is preferable to zone-picking.
Let f2BB be the average flow time per order by running two bucket brigades. Let T2BB
denote the total time to sort and consolidate all the pick-lists of an order under the policy
of two bucket brigades. Then
E [T2BB] = P
′
2 × ts−c,
where P ′2 is the probability of an order split into two pick-lists under the policy of two
bucket brigades. Running two bucket brigades is preferable to zone-picking if
f2BB + E [T2BB] < fzone + E [Tzone] ;
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where t∗2BB−zone ≡ (f2BB−fzone)/ [P2 + P3 × 2 + . . .+ Pm × (m− 1)− P
′
2]. We call t
∗
2BB−zone
the critical sorting-consolidating time when comparing the policy of two bucket brigades
with zone-picking. Running two bucket brigades is preferable to zone-picking if the ex-
pected sorting-consolidating time ts−c is greater than the critical sorting-consolidating
time t∗2BB−zone.
Table 5.4: Comparison on the average flow time per order (in minutes) by two bucket
brigades and zone-picking with different bucket sizes
Bucket size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
f2BB 10.56 10.03 9.80 9.66 9.58 9.52 9.48 9.44 9.43 9.40
fzone 9.67 9.54 9.44 9.36 9.31 9.30 9.26 9.25 9.23 9.23
f2BB − fzone 0.89 0.49 0.36 0.30 0.27 0.22 0.22 0.19 0.20 0.17
t∗2BB−zone 3.03 1.66 1.22 1.02 0.91 0.74 0.74 0.64 0.68 0.57
Table 5.4 compares the average flow time per order under two bucket brigades and
zone-picking with different bucket sizes. It also shows the difference in average flow time
per order f2BB − fzone and the critical sorting-consolidating time t
∗
2BB−zone.
Finally, a single bucket brigade is preferable to two bucket brigades if
f1BB < f2BB + E [T2BB] ;




where t∗1BB−2BB ≡ (f1BB − f2BB)/P
′
2. We call t
∗
1BB−2BB the critical sorting-consolidating
time when comparing one bucket brigade with two bucket brigades. Running one bucket
brigade is preferable to two bucket brigades if the expected sorting-consolidating time ts−c
is greater than the critical sorting-consolidating time t∗1BB−2BB .
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Table 5.5: Comparison on the average flow time per order (in minutes) by one and two
bucket brigades with different bucket sizes
Bucket size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
f1BB 11.73 10.79 10.41 10.22 10.07 9.99 9.92 9.84 9.81 9.77
f2BB 10.56 10.03 9.80 9.66 9.58 9.52 9.48 9.44 9.43 9.40
f1BB − f2BB 1.17 0.76 0.61 0.56 0.49 0.47 0.44 0.40 0.38 0.37
t∗1BB−2BB 11.19 7.26 5.83 5.35 4.68 4.49 4.20 3.82 3.63 3.53


































Figure 5.20: Critical sorting-consolidating times with different bucket sizes
Table 5.5 compares the average flow time per order under one and two bucket brigades
with different bucket sizes. It also shows the difference in average flow time per order
f1BB − f2BB and the critical sorting-consolidating time t
∗
1BB−2BB .
Figure 5.20 shows the critical sorting-consolidating times with different bucket sizes.
Note that all critical sorting-consolidating times decrease with bucket size. Furthermore,






Using inequalities (5.4) together with criteria (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3), an order-picking policy
should be selected according to the following principle.
Principle 5.1. Given the bucket size b and the expected sorting-consolidating time ts−c,
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1. if ts−c > t
∗
1BB−2BB(b), then the policy of one bucket brigade is superior to the policy
of two bucket brigades, which in turn is superior to the policy of zone-picking;
2. if t∗1BB−2BB(b) > ts−c > t
∗
1BB−zone(b), then the policy of two bucket brigades is
superior to the policy of one bucket brigade, which in turn is superior to the policy
of zone-picking;
3. if t∗1BB−zone(b) > ts−c > t
∗
2BB−zone(b), then the policy of two bucket brigades is
superior to the policy of zone-picking, which in turn is superior to the policy of one
bucket brigade;
4. if ts−c < t
∗
2BB−zone(b), then the policy of zone-picking is superior to the policy of two
bucket brigades, which in turn is superior to the policy of one bucket brigade.
5.9 Summary
Although zone-picking processes orders quickly in order-picking, it generates extra work
in sortation and consolidation, which delay the departure of orders. On the other hand, a
single bucket brigade progressively assembles orders and therefore, splits no orders within
the aisle. However, it takes longer time to assemble orders in the order-picking operation.
Zone-picking gives the lowest average travel because the motion of each worker is
restricted to a static zone. Workers do not need to walk along the entire aisle. On the
other hand, due to the low pick density, workers in a single bucket brigade must walk
considerable distance to pick up work from printers or hand off work to co-workers. Upon
finishing their work, they must walk all the way back to their respective primary printers.
All these create extra travel for a bucket brigade worker.
It could be misleading to conclude that zone-picking generates the lowest WIP on the
aisle. Although it gives the lowest average WIP on the aisle among all the policies in the
simulations, one should be aware that zone-picking creates more work at the sorting and
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consolidating area. It simply shifts the work load to the downstream from order-picking.
Running two bucket brigades on the aisle serves as a compromise between zone-picking
and a single bucket brigade. It splits fewer orders than zone-picking and gives lower average
flow time than a single bucket brigade.
To minimize the average cycle time of an order, a policy should be selected according
to Principle 5.1, which is based on the comparison on the sum of the average flow time




The main contribution of our work is to show how the ideas of bucket brigade assembly
lines can be generalized to more complex environments. We have generalized the ideas in
several ways. These include
• an adapted bucket brigade protocol for in-tree assembly networks;
• a generalized model that permits chaotic behavior, which demonstrates that the out-
put of a purely deterministic system can be so variable that it is effectively random;
• a more detailed protocol for a flow line on which jobs arrive arbitrarily in time and
are introduced into the system at multiple points along the line.
We extend the ideas of bucket brigades to in-tree assembly networks, so that even
relatively complex assembly systems can enjoy the benefits of self-balancing. This can
be achieved by conceptually converting the work content on an assembly network to a
one-dimensional sequence of work upon which the adapted bucket brigade protocol can be
executed. The system converges to a stationary state in which every worker repeats the
same portion of work content (possibly across several subassembly lines) on each successive
instance of the product. Furthermore, to a good approximation, the production rate of
the system attains the maximum possible.
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The ideas of bucket brigades are applicable even on more restrictive in-trees on which
workers must travel along the subassembly lines and they are not allowed to pass each
other. Due to these additional constraints, the conversion of work content on an in-tree to
a one-dimensional sequence of work must be done more carefully. Furthermore, workers
must begin at proper locations on the in-tree so that the system can achieve self-balance.
Another direction of our research is to model the situations in which workers are allowed
to pass each other and the walk-back time to receive work is significant. We analyzed
a generalized model that captures these complications. An interesting property of this
generalized model is the capacity of exhibiting chaotic behavior. Even in the case with only
two workers, the dynamics of the system can be chaotic and may induce large variability
in completion times. This demonstrates that the variability caused by the dynamics of a
purely deterministic system can be so large that the output of the system is effectively
random. Furthermore, different areas in the chaotic domain give rise to different levels of
variability.
We adapted the above model to the order-picking operation of a distribution center
at Atlanta, where workers spend significant time to walk back to receive work and are
allowed to pass each other. Furthermore, an adapted bucket brigade protocol that deals
with multiple job sources along a flow line has been devised. Simulation results suggest
that bucket brigades generate more work in order-picking but less work in consolidation
(which occurs at the downstream from order-picking) than zone-picking because orders are
progressively assembled along the flow line in a bucket brigade. Thus, for the distribution
center the superiority of bucket brigades depends critically on the expected time to sort




A.1 Region 1 (v1 > v2;w1 ≥ w2)
To construct the map in this region, we first establish the following lemma.
Lemma A.1. If xk ∈ [Pr, 1], then there are up to r forward overtakings before the (k+1)st
hand-off, where
Pr =
1/v2 − 1/v1 − r(1/v1 + 1/w1)
1/v2 + 1/w1
. (A.1)







Proof. In this region, only forward overtaking is possible. At the kth hand-off, worker 1
relinquishes some item i to worker 2. After the hand-off, worker 1 walks back to initiate
a new item whereas worker 2 continues to work on item i. To have r forward overtakings
before the next hand-off, worker 1 must first reach 0 (the beginning of the line), complete
r items successively by himself, and finally meet worker 2 while worker 2 is walking back
after finishing item i. Furthermore, if the kth hand-off occurs at point Pr then the next
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Equation (A.1) follows by solving for Pr.





Since r is integral, the last inequality implies Equation (A.2).
The above lemma immediately leads to the following corollary.
Corollary A.1. The maximum number of forward overtakings in Region 1 is r + 1.
Proof. Lemma A.1 implies that there will be r+1 forward overtakings before the (k+1)st
hand-off if xk ∈ [0, Pr), and this is the maximum number of overtakings possible in this
region.
Note that the maximum number of overtakings in this region is independent of w2. To
construct the map, we need to know exactly how many overtakings occur before the (k+1)st
hand-off given the value of xk. The following corollary determines this.
Corollary A.2. There are exactly r + 1, r, . . . , 1, and 0 forward overtakings before the
(k + 1)st hand-off if xk falls within [0, Pr), [Pr, Pr−1), . . . , [P1, P0), and [P0, 1] respectively.
Proof. From Lemma A.1 we know that if xk ∈ [P0, 1] then there is no forward overtaking
before the next hand-off. Furthermore, if xk ∈ [P1, 1] then there is up to one forward
overtaking before the next hand-off. These imply that if xk ∈ [P1, P0) then there is exactly
one forward overtaking before the next hand-off. The results for other intervals can be
derived in an inductive manner.
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Using the result of Corollary A.2. We are ready to construct the map in this region.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.
According to Corollary A.2, if xk ∈ [Pr, Pr−1), r = r, r − 1, . . . , 1, there are exactly r





















After rearranging terms, we have
xk+1 =






The results for the intervals [0, Pr) and [P0, 1] can be derived in a similar manner. 2
A.2 Region 2 (v1 ≤ v2;w1 ≥ w2)
Proof of Lemma 4.4.
Since overtaking is impossible in this region, after the kth hand-off worker 1 walks back
to the start of the line, initiates a new item, and finally relinquishes the item to worker 2













The result follows by solving for xk+1. 2
A.3 Region 3 (v1 ≤ v2;w1 < w2)
To construct the map in this region, we first establish the following lemma.
Lemma A.2. If xk ∈ [0, Ps], then there are up to s backward overtakings before the (k+1)st
hand-off, where
Ps =











Proof. In this region, only backward overtaking is possible. At the kth hand-off, worker 1
relinquishes some item i to worker 2. After the hand-off, worker 1 walks back to initiate
an item j while worker 2 continues to work on item i. To have s backward overtakings
before the next hand-off, worker 2 has to first finish item i, complete s items successively
by himself, and finally walk back to meet worker 1 while worker 1 is working on item j.
Furthermore, if the kth hand-off occurs at point Ps then the next hand-off will occur at


















Equation (A.3) follows by solving for Ps.





Since s is integral, the last inequality implies Equation (A.4).
The above lemma immediately leads to the following corollary.
Corollary A.3. The maximum number of backward overtakings in Region 3 is s+ 1.
Proof. Lemma A.2 implies that there will be s+1 backward overtakings before the (k+1)st
hand-off if xk ∈ (Ps, 1]; and this is the maximum number of backward overtakings possible
in this region.
Note that the maximum number of backward overtakings in this region is independent of
v1. To construct the map, we need to know exactly how many backward overtakings occur
before the (k+1)st hand-off given the value of xk. The following corollary determines this.
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Corollary A.4. There are exactly 0, 1, . . . , s, and s + 1 backward overtakings before the
(k + 1)st hand-off if xk falls within the interval [0, P0], (P0, P1], . . . , (Ps−1, Ps], and (Ps, 1]
respectively.
Proof. From Lemma A.2 we know that if xk ∈ [0, P0] then there is no overtaking before
the next hand-off. Furthermore, if xk ∈ [0, P1] then there is up to one backward overtaking
before the next hand-off. These results imply that if xk ∈ (P0, P1] then there is exactly
one backward overtaking before the next hand-off. The results for other intervals can be
derived in an inductive manner.
Using the result of Corollary A.4. We are ready to construct the map in this region.
Proof of Lemma 4.5.
According to Corollary A.4, if xk ∈ (Ps−1, Ps], s = 1, 2, . . . , s, there are exactly s backward





















After rearranging terms, we have







The results for the intervals [0, P0] and (Ps, 1] can be derived in a similar manner. 2
A.4 Region 4 (v1 > v2;w1 < w2)















, r, s ∈ Z+
}
, (A.5)
where τ1 = 1/v1 + 1/w1, τ2 = 1/v2 + 1/w2, and β = 1/v2 + 1/w1.
Lemma A.3. For any x ∈ [0, 1], if P (x) is nonempty then there exists an ordered pair
(r∗, s∗) ∈ P (x), which is pairwise minimal in P (x).
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Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose there exists no ordered pair that is pairwise
minimal in P (x). Then there must exist some (r′, s′) and (r′′, s′′) in P (x) such that one of
the following cases is satisfied:
1. r′ < r′′ and s′ ≥ s′′;
2. r′ ≥ r′′ and s′ < s′′;
3. r′ > r′′ and s′ ≤ s′′;
4. r′ ≤ r′′ and s′ > s′′.
We show that all of the above cases are invalid as follows.
1. Since r′ < r′′, s′ ≥ s′′, and


















Thus, (r′, s′) cannot be in P (x), which contradicts the assumption.
2. Since r′ ≥ r′′, s′ < s′′, and
r′′τ1 − (s

















Thus, (r′, s′) cannot be in P (x), which contradicts the assumption.
3. Since r′ > r′′, s′ ≤ s′′, and



















Thus, (r′, s′) cannot be in P (x), which contradicts the assumption.
4. Since r′ ≤ r′′, s′ > s′′, and
r′′τ1 − (s

















Thus, (r′, s′) cannot be in P (x), which contradicts the assumption.
The contradicting results in the above four cases show that there must exist an (r∗, s∗)
in P (x), which is pairwise smaller than all other elements in P (x). This completes the
proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.6.
Immediately after the kth hand-off, worker 1 walks back and worker 2 continues on the work
received from worker 1. Depending on the location of the kth hand-off and the velocities
of workers, there may be forward and/or backward overtakings before the (k+ 1)st hand-
off. According to Corollary 4.1 (4.2) worker 1 (2) completes his item after each forward
(backward) overtaking. Thus, between these two successive hand-offs the workers work
“independently”. Each worker carries an item until he finishes it. He then walks back
to initiate a new item, completes the new item by himself, walks back again, and so on.
The motion of a worker can be viewed as independent of the other worker. This process
persists until worker 1 meets worker 2 while the former is working forward and the latter
is walking back (that is, the (k + 1)st hand-off).
There are two cases that will lead to a hand-off. In the first case (case I) a hand-off
will occur when worker 2 starts to walk back while worker 1 is already on his way toward
the end of the line. In the second case (case II) a hand-off will occur when worker 1 begins

















































Figure A.1: The periods for a worker to work forward and walk back between the kth and
(k + 1)st hand-offs are represented by intervals with different lengths. The length of each
interval represents the duration of the corresponding motion (working forward/walking
back). We assume that the kth hand-off occurs at time 0. In case I, the (k+1)st hand-off






















Figure A.1 illustrates case I. For each worker the periods to work forward and the
periods to walk back, after the kth hand-off, are represented by intervals with different
lengths in Figure A.1. An arrow is associated with each interval to indicate the direction
of the corresponding motion: a right arrow represents working forward, whereas a left
arrow represents walking back. The length of each interval represents the duration of the
corresponding motion.
Assume that the kth hand-off occurs at time 0. From Figure A.1 it is clear that the



























































































































Figure A.2: Assume that the kth hand-off occurs at time 0. In case II the (k+1)st hand-off

























































































which is equivalent to
1
v2




















Furthermore, each time a forward (backward) overtaking occurs r (s) is incremented by
one. The (k + 1)st hand-off occurs as soon as r and s satisfy Inequalities (A.10). That is,
the (k + 1)st hand-off occurs after r∗ forward overtakings and s∗ backward overtakings,



















Lemma A.3 guarantees that such an (r∗, s∗) pair exists.
To obtain the map in this region, we need to consider case I and case II separately. In
































Equation (4.5) can be obtained by solving for xk+1.

































Similarly, Equation (4.5) can be obtained by solving for xk+1. This completes the proof. 2
Proof of Lemma 4.7.
We first show that the function f has only a finite number of points of discontinuity of f
and f ′ in the interval [0, 1]. For x ∈ [0, 1] denote (r∗(x), s∗(x)) as the (r, s) pair that is















, r, s ∈ Z+
}
, (A.11)
where τ1 = 1/v1 + 1/w1, τ2 = 1/v2 + 1/w2, and β = 1/v2 + 1/w1. Furthermore, define a
jump as an event for any x ∈ [0, 1] such that (r∗(x), s∗(x)) 6= (r∗(x+ δx), s∗(x+ δx)), for
0 < δx ¿ 1. A jump corresponds to a point of discontinuity of f in Equation (4.5). A
jump is due to either one of the following reasons:
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1. (r∗(x), s∗(x)) is not in P (x+δx). A new, distinct ordered pair (r∗(x+δx), s∗(x+δx))
is found to be pairwise minimal in P (x+ δx).
2. (r∗(x), s∗(x)) is in P (x+δx). However, there exists an emerging ordered pair (r∗(x+
δx), s∗(x+ δx)), which is pairwise smaller than (r∗(x), s∗(x)).
We will show that jumps due to each of the above reasons cannot occur infinitely many
times.
1. Rewriting the inequalities in Equation (A.11) gives

















Given an x ∈ [0, 1], finding an ordered pair (r, s) in P (x) is equivalent to finding an
integer point (r, s) that lies between the real lines y′ = −1+ (β/τ2)x+(τ1/τ2)x
′ and
y′ = (1/v1 − 1/v2)/τ2 + (β/τ2)x + (τ1/τ2)x′ on the x′-y′ plane. Both β and τ2 are
positive and finite because w1, v2, and w2 are positive. Thus, these real lines shift
upward as x increases. To have infinitely many jumps that are due to reason 1 as x
increases, it is necessary that the gap between the two real lines equals 0. That is,
(1/v1 − 1/v2)/τ2 = −1⇒ v1 = −w2, which is impossible.
2. For any x ∈ [0, 1] both r∗(x) and s∗(x) in (r∗(x), s∗(x)) are finite because (r∗(x), s∗(x))
is pairwise minimal in P (x). There are only a finite number of (r, s) pairs, r, s ∈ Z+,
that are pairwise smaller than (r∗(x), s∗(x)). Therefore, there are only a finite num-
ber of jumps that are due to reason 2.
Combining the above two cases we conclude that we cannot have infinitely many jumps
in the interval [0, 1]. This implies that the map f has only a finite number of points of
discontinuity of f and f ′ in the interval [0, 1].
Each point of discontinuity corresponds to a new (r∗, s∗) pair, which is pairwise min-
imal in P (x), for x in some subinterval within [0, 1]. Within this subinterval the map f
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in Equation (4.5) is a linear function of xk (because (r∗, s∗) is fixed) with slope −βα . This
concludes that the map f in Region 4 is piecewise linear and f ′ = −βα except for a finite
number of points in [0, 1]. 2
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